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REQUEST ACCESS

To preserve academic integrity and prevent students from gaining unauthorized access to faculty resources,
we verify each request manually. Click here to ﬁll out the request form, and we’ll get you on your way.
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DATA ANALYSIS AND
PRESENTATION
DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION
Today’s lab exercises are designed to help you learn to collect and graph biological data in a scientiﬁc
manner. The techniques you will practice today can be applied to many different types of data sets (e.g.,
wildlife populations or vegetation sampling). For convenience, we will use measurements that can be made
in the classroom.

Part 1: Normal Distribution
Many characteristics, such as height or weight, are normally distributed in populations. In other words, there
is an average for the population and roughly equal variance on both sides in the following pattern:

This is a classic “bell shaped” curve representative of a normal distribution. Note that it is symmetrical
around an average value, and that most individuals are at or near the average. As the value gets more
extreme (for example, taller or shorter height), there are fewer individuals represented.

Procedure
1. Each student will collect the following information about him or
herself:
1. Height (in inches) without shoes—round to the nearest inch
2. Weight (in pounds)—round to the nearest pound
3. Hair length (in centimeters) from the scalp to the end of the
longest hair
4. Blood pressure (in mmHg) taken using a sphygmomanometer
1. Palpate the brachial artery
2. Position cuff above the brachial artery and locate the pulse
in the brachial artery using the stethoscope.
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3. Pump up cuff (increasing pressure on the brachial artery)
while listening to brachial artery. When the pulse
disappears, the cuff’s pressure is GREATER than the
pressure of the blood pushing out! Continue pumping for
about 20 mmHg beyond this point.
4. Slowly release pressure to allow blood back through the
vessel.
5. Karotkoff (kŏ-rot′kof) sounds begin, marking systolic
pressure.
6. Turbulent blood pushes through the brachial artery.
7. Eventually as the pressure releases, the turbulence ceases.
8. When the turbulence is gone, record diastolic pressure.
5. Mean Arteral Pressure (MAP) = Diastolic Pressure + 1/3 Pulse
Pressure
Pulse Pressure = Systolic Pressure – Diastolic Pressure
2. Remember to record your own data!

Example MAP
Let’s use the example blood pressure of 120/80 (systolic/diastolic):
120 – 80 = 40 Pulse Pressure
MAP = 80 + (40/3) = 93.3 MAP
= 93 MAP
Remember, you round to the nearest whole number!

Raw Data
Place your data in a table similar to the one below (be sure to add as many rows as there are students).
Student #

Male/Female

Height (cm)

Weight (lbs)

Hair Length

Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP)

1
2
3
4
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Data Analysis
1. Construct a bar graph that depicts the distribution of height among class members:
1. Divide the range of heights into 3-inch increments; label the x-axis of the graph with these
increments, increasing from left to right. There should be no overlap or gaps between increments
2. The y-axis should represent the number of students that fall into each height increment. The
range should be 0 at the bottom to 10 at top.
3. Create a table of data showing how many students fall into each increment, and transfer this
informationto your bar graph as follows

2. Next create separate tables of data for male and female heights. Use these data to create a
double-bar graph, with a male and female bar for each increment:

Part 2: Correlations
Sometimes two or more characteristics in a population may be correlated (or co-related). This means that
they change together in a predictable way. For example, shoe size and height are likely to be correlated
since the taller a person is the larger his/her feet are likely to be.
In biological data, as well as data from other ﬁelds such as sociology, correlation is often mistakenly taken to
mean that there is a causal relationship. A causal relationship implies that one factor causes the other.
For example, big feet and tallness are correlated, but big feet do not cause tallness or vice versa. Many
correlative relationships reﬂect an underlying factor that affects both relationships. Another example would
be the correlation between lung cancer incidence and lower income level workers.

Think about It
Does low income cause cancer? What might the underlying cause be?
A correlation may be positive or negative. In a positive correlation, an increase in one value is followed by an
increase in another value. In a negative correlation, an increase in one value is followed by a decrease
in another value. To determine if there is a correlation between two sets of data it is common to graph the
two factors against each other, with both values increasing from the point of origin. All data points are plotted
and a “best of ﬁt” line is drawn. Check out these two examples:
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Data Analysis
Download this graph paper template to complete this section.
1. Construct a Height-Weight Correlation Graph
1. Using the class data collected, construct a graph of height (x-axis) vs. weight (y-axis). Be sure to
use a scale that will give you a reasonably large graph; don’t end up with all your data points
crowded in one place!
2. Each student in the class will be represented by a single dot. Once all the dots are drawn, draw
a straight or curved “best of ﬁt” line through the dots.
2. Construct a Height-Hair Length Correlation Graph
1. Using the class data, construct a graph of height (x-axis) vs. hair length (y-axis).
2. After all the points are plotted, draw a “best of ﬁt” line or curve.
3. Construct a Height-Blood Pressure Correlation Graph
1. Using the class data, construct a graph of height (x-axis) vs. MAP (y-axis).
2. After all the points are plotted draw a “best of ﬁt” line.

Lab Questions
1. Did you see any resemblance to a “bell-shaped” curve in your height distribution graphs? Why or why
not?
2. Were the height distributions of males and females in your class different? Explain your answer.
3. Was there a correlation between height and weight? Was it positive or negative?
4. Was there a correlation between height and hair length?
5. Was there a correlation between height and MAP? What might be a better factor(s) that would correlate
with blood pressure?
6. A wildlife biologist ﬁnds that there is a positive correlation between the number of deer and the number
of rabbits in 20 different study areas. This biologist concludes that the deer and the rabbits are
somehow helping each other survive. Do you see any problems with this logic? What possible
explanations would you offer for this phenomenon?
Licensing & Attributions
CC licensed content, Original
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THE CHEMISTRY OF LIFE
THE CHEMISTRY OF LIFE
All life exists within the context of its environment. Each environment is characterized by its
biological, physical, and chemical properties. Since organisms are adapted to a speciﬁc environment, radical
changes in these conditions often result in injury to the individual or possibly extinction of the species.
Recent reports of declining frog populations, for example, have been correlated with increased ultraviolet
radiation from the sun (speciﬁcally UVB). Chemical reactions that take place inside of an organism are
dependent upon both internal and external chemical and physical properties. We will explore some of these
properties in today’s lab.

Part 1: pH Chemistry
Although water is generally regarded as a stable compound, individual water molecules are constantly
gaining, losing, and swapping hydrogen atoms. This process is represented by the following chemical
reaction:
H2O ↔ OH + H
Pure water with a pH of 7 has equal numbers of hydrogen and hydroxide ions at any given moment. Water is
considered to be a neutral substance. The pH of any solution can be determined by calculating the
total concentration of hydrogen ions in the solution.

What is a MOLE?
A mole is a term used to describe the quantity of something. If you have a mole of paperclips, that means
you have paperclips. This is similar to the way we use the word “dozen.” We know that if you have a
dozen paperclips, it means you have 12 of them.
1 dozen = 12
1 mole = 6.02×1023
Scientists measure acidity using the pH scale. The pH scale ranges from 0 to 14, and the numbers
represent the concentration of hydrogen ions–1 in the substance. For example, battery acid, with a pH of 1,
has 1×10 moles of hydrogen ions per liter of solution. Ammonia, which is a very basic substance with a pH
of 12, has 1×10–12 moles of hydrogen ions per liter of solution. The more acidic the solution, the more
hydrogen ions it contains.
Excessive changes in pH can cause metabolic and ecological problems. For example, the pH of your blood
is carefully kept between 7.35 and 7.45. Any deviation above or below this range will result in alkalosis or
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acidosis, and both conditions can be deadly. Acid rain, on the other hand, can dissolve toxic metals from the
soil particles into the soil solution and impair plant growth. As we will soon see, plant health is a factor that
quickly affects most other life forms on the planet.

Materials
pH paper (1–14)
Plastic tray with wells
Wax pencil

Procedure
Following the instructions given by your teacher, measure the pH of each solution using pH paper. Record
the pH of these items below.
Tap water
Distilled water
Bleach
Aspirin
Lemon juice
Milk

Part 2: Bu ers
Buffers are molecules that resist changes in pH. They can take up and release excess hydrogen ions in
a solution and therefore prevent drastic changes in pH, regardless of whether acid or base is added to the
solution. The net result is that the pH of the solution remains relatively stable (until the buffer is
overwhelmed). Buffers are commonly found in dissolved minerals, soils, and in living organisms.
For example, buffers can play a protective role in lake ecosystems. In a lowland lake, acid rain causes
very little ﬂuctuation in pH because these lakes are typically high in organic molecules that act as buffers. A
lake with little buffering capacity, such as a high alpine lake low in organic molecules, will experience a
much greater change in overall pH as a result of acid precipitation.

Materials
pH paper (1–14)
Tap water (H2O)
2 beakers (250 mL)
1g NaHCO3 (baking soda)
0.001 M HCl (hydrochloric acid)
Wax pencil

Procedure
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1. Fill two beakers with 50 ml of tap water. Label one beaker “buffered” and label the other
beaker “unbuffered.”
2. Add 1 gram of baking soda to the “buffered” beaker. Swirl to dissolve.
3. Using the pH strips, measure the pH of both beakers. Record all measurements in Table 1.
4. Add 10 ml of 0.001 M HCl (hydrochloric acid) to each beaker and swirl.
5. Measure the pH of the two beakers and record.
6. Repeat steps 3–5 until you have added a total of 50 ml of 0.001 M HCl to each beaker.

Data
Record the pH of your buffered and unbuffered solutions after each addition of 10 mL of hydrochloric acid to
each beaker.
Table 1. Buffered and Unbuffered Solutions
Volume (mL) of
0.001 M HCl

ph
Buffered Solution

Unbuffered Solution

0
10
20
30
40
50

Data Analysis
Illustrate the buffering capacity of each solution by graphing your results below. Place the volume of HCl on
the x-axis and the pH value on the y-axis. Don’t forget to give your graph a title.

You can download this graph paper template to complete this portion.

Part 3: Bu ers in the Blood
Bicarbonate ions act as a powerful buffer in your blood. They are created when carbon dioxide (CO2),
produced during cellular respiration, reacts with water:
CO2 + H2O ↔ H2CO3 ↔ HCO3–+ H+
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Notice that hydrogen ions are also generated, which increases the acidity of blood and decreases the pH.
In your body, the hydrogen ions are absorbed by hemoglobin molecules on your red blood cells. Meanwhile,
the bicarbonate ions circulate in the blood plasma, preventing rapid pH changes. As your blood circulates
past the metabolizing cells, more and more CO2 enters your bloodstream and turns to bicarbonate ions. By
the time the blood reaches the lungs, it is full of bicarbonate and hydrogen ions. The bicarbonate and
hydrogen ions now combine and the reaction goes from right to left, releasing the CO2, which is now
breathed out. In this exercise, you will bubble CO2 into tap water and demonstrate the change in pH as
carbonic acid is formed. You will use the pH indicator phenol red, which turns yellow in acidic
conditions and magenta (red-purple) in basic conditions.

Materials
Tap water
Drinking straw
Ehrlenmeyer ﬂask (250 mL)
Phenol red
pH paper

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Obtain a small ﬂask and a straw, and ﬁll the ﬂask approximately ¼ full with tap water.
Measure the pH of the water using the pH paper.
Add 6–7 drops of phenol red to the ﬂask.
Do not swirl the ﬂask (this may introduce CO2 into the solution!), but agitate gently to mix the solution.
Record the initial color of the water.
Using a straw, blow air bubbles into the solution and observe any color changes.
Record the ﬁnal pH of the solution.

Data
Initial Solution

Final Solution

pH
Color

Lab Questions
1. What happens when carbon dioxide combines with water?
2. Why did the phenol red solution turn color after you blew air bubbles into it?
3. If a person holds her breath, CO2 builds up in the bloodstream. What effect does this have on blood
pH?
4. If a person hyperventilates, too much CO2 is removed from the bloodstream. What effect does this have
on blood pH?
5. Why is “breathing into a bag” a good treatment for a hyperventilating patient?
6. Why is pH homeostasis so critical in living organisms?

Part 4: Polar and Nonpolar Compounds
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Water is a fascinating molecule whose chemical structure is pretty much responsible for life on earth.
Chemical reactions that take place inside of a cell exist in an aqueous environment
consisting principally of water. The primary characteristic of the water molecule that
imparts its many unique qualities is the simple fact that water is a polar molecule. When
considering the polarity of water, you must ﬁrst remember that chemical bonds occur
when 2 or more atoms “share” electrons. In the water molecule, the oxygen atom ‘hogs’
the electrons it shares with the hydrogen ions. Because the electrons are closer to the
oxygen atom, that side of the water molecule ends up being partially negative while the
hydrogen side of the molecule ends up being partially positive. This makes water an
excellent solvent. Substances that are hydrophilic (love water) are usually polar or ionic molecules
themselves, and will dissolve readily in water. Substances that are hydrophobic (hate water) are usually
nonpolar molecules, and will not dissolve in water. Nonpolar substances will dissolve in a nonpolar solvent
such as oil. Surfactants are special molecules that are both hydrophilic and hydrophobic. They allow water
and oil to mix. Soaps and detergents are both examples of surfactants.

Materials
2 test tubes
Oil
Tap water
Beet juice
Chili oil
Detergent

Procedure
1. Obtain two test tubes and add 5 ml of water and 5 ml of oil into each tube. Allow the tubes to stand for
one minute. Record the appearance of the tubes and label the ingredients in the tube.
2. Add ≈6 drops of beet juice extract to tube #1 and ≈6 drops of chili oil to tube #2. Allow diffusion to take
place for 1–2 minutes. Record the appearance of the tubes.
3. Shake each tube gently and let stand for several minutes. Record the appearance of the tubes.
4. Next add a few drops of detergent to each tube; shake gently and observe. Record the appearance the
tube.
Download this page to record the appearance of the tubes at every step.

Lab Questions
1. What happens when lipids and water are combined? Why?
2. How do beet juice extract and chili oil differ in their chemical properties? How do you know?
3. Explain what happened when the tubes were shaken. What happened after the detergent was added?
How can you explain these results?
4. How is the phospholipid bilayer that makes up a cell membrane both hydrophilic and hydrophobic?
5. What is a surfactant? How does it work?
Licensing & Attributions
CC licensed content, Original
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THE MICROSCOPE AND CELLS
THE MICROSCOPE AND CELLS
All living things are composed of cells. This is one of the tenets of the Cell Theory, a basic theory of
biology. This remarkable fact was ﬁrst discovered some 300 years ago and continues to be a source of
wonder and research today. Cell biology is an extremely active area of study and helps us answer such
fundamental questions as how organisms function. Through an understanding of how cells function we can
discover how human ailments, such as cancer and AIDS, can be possibly treated.

The Cell Theory
1. All life is composed of cells
2. Cells are the fundamental units which possess all the characteristics of living things
3. New cells can only come into existence by the division of previously existing cells

Notice that this scientiﬁc concept about life is called a theory. In science, unlike the layman’s deﬁnition, the
word theory is used for a hypothesis about which there is a large body of convincing evidence. Under
experimental conditions all observations have thus far conﬁrmed the theory. The evidence that helped
formulate the theory was obtained using the microscope. The microscope is of enormous importance to
biology and has extended our ability to see beyond the scope of the naked eye.
When we look at cells under the microscope, our usual measurements fail to work. In science, the metric
system is used to measure objects and, as you will see, is vastly superior to our antiquated English system
of measurement. Here are the basic units:
Length

Volume

Weight

1 meter (m)

1 liter (L)

1 gram (g)

1 millimeter (mm) = 0.001 m or 10−3 m or
1/1,000 m

1 milliliter (ml) = 0.001 L or 1 milligram (mg) = 0.001 g
10−3 L
or 10−3 g

1 micrometer (mm)= 0.000001 m or 10−6 m or
1/1,000,000 m

1 microliter (ml) =
0.000001 L or 10−6 L

1 microgram (mg) =
0.000001 g or 10−6 g

1 nanometer (nm)= 0.000000001 m or 10−9 m
or 1/1,000,000,000 m
There is also a different scale for temperature: Celcius.
100˚ Celcius (C) = water boiling (equivalent to 212˚ F)
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0˚ C = water freezing (equivalent to 32˚ F)
Converting between units can be confusing. The most effective way to do this is by using conversion
factors and canceling units. For example, if you want to know how many liters are in 425 milliliters, you can
set up a simple equation that looks like this.
1 liter
425 ml ×

425 ml
=

1000 ml

= 0.425 L
1000 ml

Practice
1.2 mm = ________ mm

0.224 m = ________ mm

225 nm =___________mm

0.023 L = ________ ml

750 ml = _________L

50 ml

=___________ L

Part 1: Microscope Parts
The compound microscope is a precision instrument. Treat it with
respect. When carrying it, always use two hands, one on the base
and one on the neck.
The microscope consists of a stand (base + neck), on which is
mounted the stage (for holding microscope slides) and lenses. The
lens that you look through is the ocular (paired in
binocular scopes); the lens that focuses on the specimen is
the objective.
Your microscope has four objectives of varying magniﬁcations (4x,
10x, 40x, and 100x) mounted on a revolving nosepiece. The 100x
objective is a special oil immersion objective that needs to be used
with oil—we won’t use the oil immersion objective for this course.
Positioning the specimen requires that you turn the mechanical
stage controls, which operate the slide bracket on the surface of
the stage. One control moves the specimen in the x-direction, and
the other moves the specimen in the y-direction.
Focusing on the specimen is achieved by knobs that move the
stage up and down, so that it is closer or farther from the objective.
There are two knobs, an outer coarse focus and an inner ﬁne
focus.
The substage condenser directs light through the slide into the objective. An iris diaphragm on
the substage condenser controls the amount of light reaching the objective, and also affects the contrast of
the specimen.

Part 2: Magni cation
The compound microscope has two sets of lenses; the ocular lens (or eye piece) which magniﬁes an object
10 times its normal size, and the objective lenses located on a revolving nosepiece. Rotate the
nosepiece and notice how each objective lens clicks into place. Each objective lens has a different
magniﬁcation of power written on it (such as 4, 10, 40, or 100). This number is the power of magniﬁcation for
each of the objective lenses. For total magniﬁcation multiply the ocular power (10x) times the objective lens
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that is in place. For example, if you have a 10x ocular and a 10x objective, the total magniﬁcation is: 10x ×
10x = 100x.
Use this information to ﬁll in the following table:
Ocular Lense

Objective Lense

Total Magniﬁcation

10

×

________ (scanning)

=

________

10

×

________ (low power)

=

________

10

×

________ (high power)

=

________

10

×

________ (oil immersion)

=

________

Part 3: Using the Compound Light Microscope
After the instructor explains the proper carrying procedures, each student should get out a
compound microscope and place it before them on the bench. The instructor will then go over the
procedures for using your scope. You will not need to memorize its parts.
Complete the following procedure EVERY TIME you get your microscope out and EVERY TIME you
put it away.

Getting Started
1. Get your microscope out of the cabinet in the lab. Carry it with TWO HANDS to your table.
2. Before plugging in your scope, always make sure that the voltage control is at its lowest level and the
light switch is off.
3. Plug in the microscope and turn on the light source.
4. Raise the substage condenser to its top position and open the iris diaphragm all the way.
5. Turn the nosepiece so that the 10x objective is lined up with the light source.
6. Place a slide on the stage and use the mechanical stage controls to move it into place.
7. Turn up the light to a comfortable level.

Getting a Focused Image
1. Adjust the interocular distance (distance between the oculars) by gently pressing the oculars together or
pulling them apart until you see a single circular ﬁeld of view.
2. Look through both oculars (i.e., keep both eyes open), but think right eye and adjust focus until
the specimen is clear in your right eye.
3. Now think left eye and turn the diopter adjustment (the moveable ring) on the left eyepiece to adjust the
focus for your left eye. You should have a sense of the image suddenly “popping out” at you, sharp and
clear.

Optimizing Resolution and Contrast
Resolution is the ability to distinguish two closely spaced points on your specimen, and it is always best with
the iris diaphragm wide open. Contrast is the magnitude of difference between light and dark objects, and it
increases as you close the aperture of the iris diaphragm. Getting the best image, then, requires that you
ﬁnd the right balance. Slowly open and close the iris diaphragm to get a feeling for the effect this has on your
image.
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Changing Magni cation
Always start with the lowest power objective (4x) to get oriented and locate an area of interest, and then
switch to higher power to examine interesting regions more closely. To change magniﬁcation, simply rotate
the nosepiece to bring one of the other objectives into the light path.

Finishing Up
In this order: Turn down the illumination; turn off the power; switch back to the 4X objective; remove your
slide; unplug the power cord and wrap it around the base of the scope; lower the stage to hold the cord in
place; return your scope to the cabinet.

Part 4: The Letter e
Materials
Light microscope
Letter “e” slides

Procedure
1. Note the position of the letter “e” on the slide (using your eyes only). Now center the slide of the letter
“e” on the stage with the “e” in its normal upright position. Bring the letter into focus under low power
using the procedures described above.
1. Draw what you see through the eyepiece.
2. Compare what you see through the eyepiece with what you saw using your eyes only.
1. What do you notice about the position of the “e”?
3. While looking through the microscope, move the slide to the left, notice which way the letter “e” moved.
Now move the slide to the right. Notice which way the letter “e” moved. Do the same with moving the
slide away and towards you.
1. When you move the slide to the left on the stage, what direction does the image appear to move?
2. When you move the slide away from you on the stage, what direction does the image appear to
move?
3. Why is it important to explore this?

Part 5: Colored Threads
Materials
Light microscope
Colored thread slides

Procedure
1. Obtain a slide of colored threads and view them under the scanning power.
1. Which thread is on top? Which is on bottom?
2. View the threads under high power (not oil immersion). Use the ﬁne focus to ﬁgure out the order of the
threads from top to bottom. As you rotate the ﬁne focus, different strands will go out of focus while
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others will become more sharply focused.
1. Are all of the threads in focus at the same time?
2. What is the order (from top to bottom)?
3. “Depth of ﬁeld” refers to the thickness of the plane of focus. With a large depth of ﬁeld, all of the threads
can be in focused at the same time. With a narrower depth of ﬁeld, only one thread or a part of one
thread can be focused at a time. In order to view the other threads, you must focus downward to view
the ones underneath and upward to view the ones that are above.
1. What happens to the depth of ﬁeld when you increase to a higher magniﬁcation (increases,
decreases, or remains the same)?
2. Explain how the slide with threads could be used to answer the question above.

Part 6: Plant Cells
Preparing a Wet Mount
If you want to look at something small under the microscope, you must know how to prepare a wet mount of
the specimen.

1. Place a drop of water on the center of a microscope slide.
2. Pull off a single Elodea leaf (also called Anacharis in the aquarium trade) and place it within the drop of
water.
3. Carefully place a coverslip at an angle against the water droplet. Then drop the coverslip onto the water
and the leaf. This will reduce the number of air bubbles caught under the coverslip.
4. Make sure the scanning power objective is selected. [Always begin on scanning power!]
5. Place your slide onto the stage and secure with the clip.
6. Do not look through the ocular lens. Use the mechanical stage knobs to center the specimen under the
scanning objective. Crank the coarse adjustment so that the scanning lens is close to the slide (look
directly at the slide).
7. Now look through the ocular lens and slowly crank the coarse adjustment back until something comes
into focus. Use the mechanical stage knobs to search for your specimen. Once the specimen is
positioned in the center of the ﬁeld of view, use the ﬁne adjustment knob to resolve in more detail.
8. Search for any cellular organelles, such as chloroplasts, that you can ﬁnd.
9. Remember, the leaf is alive! Can you spot cytoplasmic streaming?

Estimating the Size of Objects
To determine the size of the object you are viewing, you must know the distance across the ﬁeld of view
(the diameter of the total circular area you see when looking through the microscope). Millimeters (mm) are
used to measure distances across the ﬁeld of view on scanning power, whereas micrometers (mm) are used
for greater magniﬁcation. The ﬁelds of view and approximate distances across for scanning, low, and high
power are as follows:
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1. Carefully draw your Elodea at all three magniﬁcations. Determine the length of your specimen at each
magniﬁcation and place this number under the measurement bar that you draw under the specimen.
Include any organelles you see.
2. Draw a measurement bar on each ﬁeld of view and indicate the length of the bar.
3. There are three structures that distinguish plant cells from animal cells. Label these structures in your
high power drawing.

Part 7: Animal Cells
Materials
1 toothpick/ person
Tap water
Methylene blue
Slide
Coverslip

Procedure
1. Take the ﬂat end of a toothpick and gently scrape the lining of your cheek inside your mouth.
2. Spread the sample on a drop of water you have already placed on a microscope slide.
3. Place a coverslip on top and carefully add one or two drops of methylene blue dye to the edge of
your coverslip.
4. Allow the dye to diffuse across the slide as you examine your cells under the microscope.
5. Draw a typical cheek cell that has been stained with dye and LABEL all visible parts. Include a scale bar
in your drawing.
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DIFFUSION AND OSMOSIS
DIFFUSION AND OSMOSIS
The cell membrane plays the dual roles of protecting the living cell by acting as a barrier to the outside
world, yet at the same time it must allow the passage of food and waste products into and out of the cell for
metabolism to proceed. How does the cell carry out these seemingly paradoxical roles? To understand this
process you need to understand the makeup of the cell membrane and an important phenomenon known as
diffusion.
Diffusion is the movement of a substance from an area of high concentration to an area of low
concentration due to random molecular motion. All atoms and molecules possess kinetic energy, which is
the energy of movement. It is this kinetic energy that makes each atom or molecule vibrate and move
around. (In fact, you can quantify the kinetic energy of the atoms/molecules in a substance by measuring its
temperature.) The moving atoms bounce off each other, like bumper cars in a carnival ride. The movement
of particles due to this energy is called Brownian motion. As these atoms/molecules bounce off each other,
the result is the movement of these particles from an area of high concentration to an area of low
concentration. This is diffusion. The rate of diffusion is inﬂuenced by both temperature (how fast the particles
move) and size (how big they are).

Part 1: Brownian Motion
In this part of the lab, you will use a microscope to observe Brownian motion in carmine red powder, which is
a dye obtained from the pulverized guts of female cochineal beetles.

Materials
Glass slide
Toothpick
Carmine red powder
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Coverslip
Tap water

Procedure
1. Obtain a microscope slide and place a drop of tap water on it.
2. Using a toothpick, carefully add a very minuscule quantity of carmine red powder to the drop of water
and add a coverslip.
3. Observe under scanning, low, and then high power.

Lab Questions
1. Describe the activity of the carmine red particles in water.
2. If the slide were warmed up, would the rate of motion of the molecules speed up, slow down, or remain
the same? Why?

Part 2: Di usion across a Semipermeable Membrane
Because of its structure, the cell membrane is a semipermeable membrane. This means that SOME
substances can easily diffuse through it, like oxygen, or carbon dioxide. Other substances, like glucose or
sodium ions, are unable to pass through the cell membrane unless they are speciﬁcally transported via
proteins embedded in the membrane itself. Whether or not a substance is able to diffuse through a cell
membrane depends on the characteristics of the substance and characteristics of the membrane. In this lab,
we will make dialysis tubing “cells” and explore the effect of size on a molecule’s ability to diffuse through a
“cell membrane.”

The following information might be useful in understanding and interpreting your results in this lab:
Phenolphthalein
Atomic formula: C20H14O4
Atomic mass: 318.32 g/mol
Color in acidic solution : Clear
Color in basic solution: Pink
Iodine
Atomic formula: I or I2
Materials
Atomic mass: 126 g/mol
Starch
Atomic formula: (C6H10O5)n
Atomic mass: HUGE!
Color in Iodine: Bluish
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Sodium Hydroxide
Atomic formula: NaOH
Atomic mass: 40.1 g/mol
Acid/Base: Base

Materials
2 pieces of dialysis tubing
Thread
Phenolphthalein
Iodine
Wax pencil
2 beakers
NaOH
Starch solution
Pipettor
Pipette

Procedure
1. Using a wax pencil, label one beaker #1. Label the other beaker #2.
2. Fill beaker #1 with 300 ml of tap water, then add 10 drops of 1 M NaOH. Do not spill the NaOH—it
is very caustic!
3. Fill beaker #2 with 300 ml of tap water, then add iodine drops drop by drop until the solution is bright
yellow.
4. Now prepare your 2 dialysis tubing “bags.” Seal one end of each dialysis tube by carefully folding the
end “hotdog style” 2 times, then “hamburger style” 1 time. Tie the folded portion of the tube securely
with string. It is critical that your tubing is tightly sealed, to prevent leaks.
5. Add 10 ml of water and three drops of phenolphthalein to one of your dialysis tube bags. Seal the other
end of the bag by carefully folding and tying as before.
6. Thoroughly rinse the bag containing phenolphthalein, then place it in into the beaker containing
the NaOH.
7. Add 10 ml of starch solution to the other dialysis tube. Again seal the bag tightly and rinse as
above. Place this bag containing the starch solution into beaker #2.
8. Let diffusion occur between the bags and the solutions in the beakers.
9. After 10 minutes, observe the color changes in the two bags and the external solutions. Draw a picture
of each system below.

Data
Record the colors (below) and label contents inside and outside the bags (above):
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Beaker 1
Initial

Beaker 2
Final

Initial

Final

Color inside bag
Color outside bag
(in beaker)

Lab Questions
1. Which substance diffused across the membrane in beaker #1? How do you know?
2. Which substance diffused across the membrane in beaker #2? How do you know?
3. Why might some ions and molecules pass through the dialysis bag while others might not?

Part 3: Osmosis and the Cell Membrane
Osmosis is the movement of water across a semipermeable membrane (such as the cell membrane).
The tonicity of a solution involves comparing the concentration of a cell’s cytoplasm to the concentration of
its environment. Ultimately, the tonicity of a solution can be determined by examining the effect a solution
has on a cell within the solution.
By deﬁnition, a hypertonic solution is one that causes a cell to shrink. Though it certainly is more
complex than this, for our purposes in this class, we can assume that a hypertonic solution is more
concentrated with solutes than the cytoplasm. This will cause water from the cytoplasm to leave the cell,
causing the cell to shrink. If a cell shrinks when placed in a solution, then the solution is hypertonic to the
cell.
If a solution is hypotonic to a cell, then the cell will swell when placed in the hypotonic solution. In this
case, you can imagine that the solution is less concentrated than the cell’s cytoplasm, causing water from
the solution to ﬂow into the cell. The cell swells!
Finally, an isotonic solution is one that causes no change in the cell. You can imagine that the solution and
the cell have equal concentrations, so there is no net movement of water molecules into or out of the cell.

In this exercise, you will observe osmosis by exposing a plant cell to salt water.
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Prediction
What do you think will happen to the cell in this environment? Draw a picture of your hypothesis.

Materials
Elodea leaf
Microscope slide
Coverslip
5% NaCl solution

Procedure
1. Remove a leaf from an Elodea plant using the forceps.
2. Make a wet mount of the leaf. Use the pond water to make your wet mount.
3. Observe the Elodea cells under the compound microscope at high power (400 X) and draw a typical cell
below.
4. Next, add several drops of 5% salt solution to the edge of the coverslip to allow the salt to diffuse under
the coverslip. Observe what happens to the cells (this may require you to search around along the
edges of the leaf). Look for cells that have been visibly altered.

Results
Draw a typical cell in both pond and salt water and label the cell membrane and the cell wall.

Lab Questions
1. What do you see occurring to the cell membrane when the cell was exposed to salt water? Why does
this happen?
2. Describe the terms hypertonic, hypotonic and isotonic.
3. How would your observations change if NaCl could easily pass through the cell membrane and into the
cell?

Part 4: Experimental Design
You and your group will design an experiment to determine the relative molecular weights of methylene
blue and potassium permanganate. You may use a petri dish of agar, which is a jello-like medium made from
a polysaccharide found in the cell walls of red algae. You will also have access to a cork borer and a small
plastic ruler.

Materials
1 petri dish of agar
Methlylene blue
Potassium permanganate
Other?
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Design
Your experiment design should include all of the following portions:
Hypothesis
Experimental design
Data
Conclusions
Further questions/other comments
Licensing & Attributions
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ENERGY AND METABOLISM
ENERGY AND METABOLISM
Metabolism is deﬁned as the sum of all chemical reactions that take place in an individual. This abstract
concept lays the foundation for understanding how biological systems acquire and use energy.
Metabolic processes either use energy to build large molecules from smaller precursors (anabolism), or they
release energy by breaking down large molecules into smaller products (catabolism). Catabolic processes
involve breaking down large biomolecules and capturing the energy contained within those molecules for
other purposes. Anabolic processes involve the synthesis of large biomolecules from smaller precursors.
With a little effort, you might begin to see that anabolic processes require energy . . . while catabolic
processes provide the needed energy. They are thus intimately linked and the sum of all these pathways is
referred to as “metabolism.” Examine this ﬁgure to see a summary of energy and carbon ﬂow in metabolism.

The source of almost all energy on the planet is the sun. This energy is harvested by plants and some
microbes and stored in the simple sugar glucose through a process called photosynthesis. All living
organisms consume glucose and combine it with oxygen to produce energy and carbon dioxide. The energy
released is temporarily stored by the synthesis of a high energy compound called ATP. The energy released
when ATP is broken down to ADP can be used to power many biological functions, such as muscle
contraction. Many organisms, such as yeast, can utilize the energy stored in glucose without using oxygen.
Fermentation produces less ATP then cellular respiration and can produce a variety of other end products.
Yeast, for example, produce ethanol when they go through fermentation.
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Both anabolic and catabolic chemical reactions are facilitated by enzymes, which are protein catalysts that
enable chemical reactions that would otherwise be unlikely to occur. Enzymes work by decreasing the
amount of energy required for a chemical reaction to occur. This is known as activation energy. You can
visualize activation energy by thinking about the energy required for a skier to climb a hill before being able
to effortlessly ski down the hill at high speeds. Enzymes decrease the activation energy required for a
chemical reaction to occur.

Part 1: Basal Metabolic Rate
How much energy do you expend in a single day? Each person expends a different amount of energy
(expressed in units called Calories) to maintain his or her bodily functions. Your basal metabolic rate
(BMR) is the total number of calories required to maintain only vital bodily functions. This number varies
from person to person and is based on a number of factors including age, gender, height, weight, and
aerobic ﬁtness.
1. To determine your own BMR, you will need the following numbers:
1. Height (in inches) = ___________ Height (in centimeters) = ____________
2. Weight (in pounds) = __________ Weight (in kilograms) = _____________
2. Using the data in Table 1, calculate your total surface area (in meters squared): __________
3. Use Table 2 to determine the number of calories your body burns per m2 of surface area per hr.
_____________
4. Calculate the number of calories you burn in 1 hour! (Calories/m2 × surface area) __________ This is
your BMR!
Table 1. Surface area relationships for human beings of known height and weight. Values are in
square meters (m2).
Weight (kg)

Height (cm)
120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

40

1.15

1.2

1.25

1.3

1.36

1.42

1.48

1.55

45

1.23

1.27

1.32

1.37

1.43

1.48

1.54

1.61

50

1.3

1.34

1.39

1.44

1.49

1.54

1.6

1.67

1.74

55

1.37

1.42

1.46

1.5

1.55

1.61

1.67

1.73

1.8

60

1.44

1.48

1.52

1.57

1.62

1.67

1.73

1.79

1.85

1.92

65

1.54

1.58

1.63

1.68

1.73

1.79

1.85

1.91

1.97

70

1.61

1.65

1.7

1.75

1.8

1.85

1.91

1.96

2.02

2.08

75

1.68

1.72

1.76

1.81

1.86

1.91

1.96

2.02

2.07

2.13

80

1.74

1.78

1.82

1.86

1.91

1.96

2.02

2.07

2.13

2.18
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Table 1. Surface area relationships for human beings of known height and weight. Values are in
square meters (m2).
85

1.81

1.84

1.88

1.92

1.97

2.02

2.07

2.13

2.18

2.24

90

1.87

1.9

1.94

1.98

2.03

2.08

2.13

2.18

2.24

2.3

95

1.97

2.01

2.05

2.09

2.14

2.18

2.24

2.3

2.36

100

2.03

2.07

2.12

2.16

2.2

2.24

2.3

2.35

2.41

105

2.1

2.14

2.18

2.22

2.26

2.31

2.35

2.41

2.47

110

2.17

2.21

2.24

2.28

2.32

2.36

2.41

2.47

2.53

115

2.23

2.27

2.3

2.33

2.38

2.42

2.47

2.53

2.58

120

2.33

2.36

2.39

2.43

2.48

2.53

2.58

2.63

125

2.39

2.42

2.45

2.49

2.53

2.58

2.63

2.69

130

2.44

2.47

2.51

2.54

2.59

2.63

2.68

2.75

135

2.5

2.53

2.556

2.6

2.64

2.69

2.74

2.81

140

2.55

2.58

2.62

2.66

2.7

2.74

2.8

2.87

Table 2. Calories expended per unit surface area (

Calories
2

)

m

Age

Male

Female

1

53

53

2

52.4

52.4

5

49.3

48.4

10

44

42.5

15

41.8

37.9

20

38.6

35.3

25

37.5

35.2

30

36.8

35.1

35

36.5

35

40

36.3

34.9

50

35.8

33.9

60

34.9

32.7

70

33.8

31.7

80

33

30.9

Lab Question
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1. Using your own words, explain what your BMR really means.

Part 2: Calorie Expenditure
If you were to lie in bed and not move a single muscle, except those required to keep you alive, you would
burn only the number of calories you calculated in your BMR. Most of us don’t spend our time like this. For
this next activity, you will calculate the number of calories you burn to do different activities. Your calculations
will be based on your BMR, which you calculated in the previous part. Fill in the following chart.
Activity

BMR
(Cal/hr)

Total Calories
(burned in 1 hr)

Sitting still (example)

70

+

( 70 × 0.2)

=

14

=

84

Sitting, writing

____

+

(____ × 0.4)

=

____

=

_____

Standing, relaxed

____

+

(____ × 0.5)

=

____

=

_____

Standing at attention

____

+

(____ × 0.6)

=

____

=

_____

Singing

____

+

(____ × 0.7)

=

____

=

_____

Dressing

____

+

(____ × 0.8)

=

____

=

_____

Driving a car

____

+

(____ × 0.9)

=

____

=

_____

Typing rapidly

____

+

(____ × 1.0)

=

____

=

_____

Piano playing

____

+

(____ × 1.4)

=

____

=

_____

House work

____

+

(____ × 1.6)

=

____

=

_____

Walking (3 mph)

____

+

(____ × 2.0)

=

____

=

_____

Carpentry

____

+

(____ × 2.4)

=

____

=

_____

Dancing

____

+

(____ × 3.8)

=

____

=

_____

Climbing upstairs

____

+

(____ × 5.8)

=

____

=

_____

Swimming

____

+

(____ × 6.0)

=

____

=

_____

Running (5 mph)

____

+

(____ × 7.0)

=

____

=

_____

Rowing in a race

____

+

(____ × 16.0)

=

____

=

_____

Activity Expenditure

Part 3: Do Energy Drinks Provide You With Energy?
Energy drinks are a popular beverage, especially amongst busy students and athletes. But do energy drinks
really provide you with energy? If so, how do they do this?
In this part of the lab, you will investigate the marketing claims for four popular energy drinks:
Red Bull® (from advertising materials)
• is a functional product developed especially for periods of increased mental and physical exertion.
• can be drunk in virtually any situation.
• improves performance, especially during times of increased stress or strain.
• improves concentration and reaction speed.
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• stimulates the metabolism.
Lo-Carb Monster Energy® (from advertising materials)
Tear into a can of the meanest energy supplement on the planet. We went down to the lab and
cooked up a double shot of our killer energy brew.
We hacked out the carbohydrates and calories, transplanted the “wicked buzz,” and dialed in the
ﬂavor.
Lo-Carb MONSTER energy drink still delivers twice the BUZZ of a regular energy drink, but only
has a fraction of the calories.
Sobe Adrenaline Rush® (from advertising materials)
This maximum energy supplement delivers an energy boost with a natural passion fruit ﬂavor. It’s
lightly carbonated with a clean smooth feel.
This maximum energy supplement delivers an energy boost with a unique blend of natural
energizing elements, including d-ribose, l-carnitine and taurine. It’s pure, concentrated energy in an
8.3 ﬂuid ounce can.
Impulse® (from advertising materials)
Elevate Your Performance.
Impulse® Energy Drink contains special supplements to immediately enhance mental and physical
efﬁciency and give you the energy boost you deserve . . . replenishing your strength.
Impulse® Energy Drink gets its energy from a simple source: nutrients, minerals, and vitamins that
occur naturally in the body and foods we eat. Enjoy: the wake-up power of caffeine, the alertnessinducing properties of taurine, the lift you get from vitamin B6 and B12. Combined with Impulse’s
other ingredients, these are known to increase mental focus and physical well being, enhance
performance, and accelerate metabolism.

Lab Question
1. When we say something gives us “energy” what does that mean? What is a biological deﬁnition of
energy?

Your instructor will give you the ingredient list for one of the energy drinks listed above. Your task is to
evaluate and classify each ingredient on the list. Which ones actually provide energy to the human body?
What is the physiological role of each ingredient? Provide a detailed analysis of your energy drink.
Place each ingredient from your energy drink into one of the following categories.
Energy sources
Amino acids
Stimulants
Vitamins
Other
Summarize the other drinks: Red Bull®, Lo-Carb Monster Energy®, Sobe Adrenaline Rush®, Impulse®, and
Coca Cola.

Lab Question
1. Based upon the class analysis, which of the following “energy drinks” actually provides more energy
per can than a 12oz can of Coca Cola®?
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CELLULAR RESPIRATION
CELLULAR RESPIRATION
Metabolism is the sum of all chemical reactions in a living organism. These reactions can be catabolic
or anabolic. Anabolic reactions use up energy to actually build complex biomolecules (think of anabolic
steroids building muscle mass). The energy for anabolic reactions usually comes from ATP, which is
produced during catabolic reactions. Catabolic reactions break down complex biomolecules, such as
carbohydrates and lipids and release the energy stored within.

Think about It
1. Is cellular respiration anabolic or catabolic? Explain.
2. Is photosynthesis anabolic or catabolic? Explain.

Enzymes are proteins that facilitate chemical reactions in living systems by acting as catalysts in
biochemical reactions. Enzymes speed the rate of the reaction by either bringing the reactants into close
proximity or by binding to a single reactant and splitting it into smaller parts. Enzymes have a property
known as speciﬁcity, which simply means that each enzyme catalyses a speciﬁc biochemical reaction.
Enzymes are indispensable molecules of life. Enzymes are functional within a given range of temperatures
and pH values for that enzyme.

Part 1: Starch Synthesis and Storage
Using energy from the sun, photosynthetic organisms convert carbon dioxide and water molecules into
glucose. Plants don’t store this chemical energy as glucose. Using enzymes, plants link the glucose
molecules together and store them as the polysaccharide starch. Potatoes are the primary starch storage
site for the potato plant. Iodine reacts with starch to form a bluish color. You can see the starch stored in a
potato cell by staining the cells with iodine.

Materials
Microscope slide
Coverslip
Iodine
Potato cells
Tap water

Procedure
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Cut a thin slice or scrape a few cells from the surface of a potato.
Make a wet mount of the potato cells and stain them using a drop of iodine.
Observe your cells under high power.
Draw a few cells and label the following structures:
1. cell wall
2. plastid with starch grains (stains purple)

Think about It
Where did the starch in the potato cells come from?

Part 2: Starch Digestion
When you eat starchy foods like bread or potatoes, your body must digest the complex carbohydrate into
monosaccharides, such as glucose or fructose, before it can be absorbed by the body. Alpha amylase, an
enzyme found in your saliva, catalyzes the ﬁrst step in starch digestion.
Just for the fun of it, snag an unsalted saltine cracker. Begin chewing the cracker, but do not swallow it.
Keep chewing it, and allow the amylase from your saliva to break the starch into maltose. Can you taste the
difference in the cracker after chewing for a very long time? What happened?
In this lab, you will assess the effect of amylase on a carefully prepared starch solution.

Materials
2 Ehrlenmeyer Flask, 250 ml
Glass stirring rod
Hot pads
Wax pencil
Amylase
Corn starch
2 glucose test strips
Hot plate

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Label your two ﬂasks A and B.
Add 100 ml of water and 10 g of corn starch to each ﬂask.
Using the hot plate, gently heat this mixture, stirring continuously with a glass stir rod.
When the mixture thickens, remove it from the heat and cool it under running water to lukewarm.
Shake the Amylase solution thoroughly to mix the enzyme.
Add 2 ml of Amylase to ﬂask A. Do not add enzyme to ﬂask B.
Allow both ﬂasks to sit for 15 minutes and note any change in the viscosity of the two starch solutions.
To see if starch digestion occurred, place a small amount of solution onto each glucose test
strip. Compare the color on the test strip with the known standards.
Viscosity (thickness)

Glucose test (+ or –)

Beaker A:
Amylase treatment
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Viscosity (thickness)

Glucose test (+ or –)

Beaker B:
No enzyme treatment

Think about It
1. Is there any difference in viscosity between the two beakers? If so, explain why there is a difference.
2. Which beaker represents the control treatment in this experiment? Is this a positive or
negative control? Explain.
3. Design an experiment that would study the inﬂuence of a factor like pH or temperature on enzyme
activity. Include a question, a hypothesis, and the methods you would use.

Part 3: Aerobic Respiration
Carbon dioxide is a byproduct of aerobic cellular respiration. Measuring carbon dioxide production is an
indirect way of measuring whether or not cellular respiration is occurring.
Your task in this lab is to determine whether or not various sets of bean seeds are going through cellular
respiration.

Materials
Flasks
Rubber stoppers
“Respiration bottle” setups
Phenol red
Germinated bean seeds
Germinated + boiled bean seeds
Dry ungerminated bean seed

Procedure
1. Fill one ﬂask about 1/3 full of the bean seeds labeled “Germ.” These bean seeds were soaked overnight
and then drained and covered in a wet paper towel for 2 days to allow the seeds to begin germinating.
2. Fill the other ﬂask about 1/3 full of the bean seeds labeled “Germ-Boil,” These bean seeds were soaked
as for “Germ,” but were then boiled for 3–4 minutes and cooled to room temperature on the day of the
lab.
3. Your instructor will set up the control ﬂask containing ungerminated seeds.
4. Place rubber stoppers over each ﬂask and allow ﬂasks to sit for approximately one hour.
5. After one hour, replace the rubber stopper with a second stopper containing a funnel and rubber tubing
attached to a glass tube. Place the glass tube into a test tube about ½ full with water.
6. Add several drops of phenol red solution to the test tube. Phenol red, a pH indicator, is red when pH>7
(basic) and yellow when pH<7 (acidic).
7. Put several hundred ml of tap water into a beaker and slowly pour the water into the ﬂask via the funnel
at the top. This will force the gases in the bottle to bubble into the test tube containing the phenol red
solution.
8. Record the color of the phenol red solution as gases present in the ﬂask bubble through the solution.
9. Clean out the test tube, then repeat steps 5–8 for the second ﬂask. Record your observations in the
table below.
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1. Remember, the CO2 produced during cellular respiration combines with water to form carbonic
acid. The carbonic acid dissociates into hydrogen and bicarbonate ions, and the hydrogen ions
decrease the pH.
CO2 + H2O ↔ H2CO3 ↔ HCO3- + H+
Bean seeds

Indicator Color

Results (CO2 present or absent)

Germinating—unboiled
Germinating—boiled
Ungerminated—control

Lab Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which set of seeds was undergoing cellular respiration? How do you know?
What might have happened to the enzymes in the germinated and boiled seed treatment?
Where does cellular respiration occur inside the cells of the germinating seed?
In order to obtain all the energy possible from a molecule of glucose (»36 ATPs), what substance must
be available?
5. Was the control in this experiment a positive or negative control? How could you design the opposite
type of control for this experiment?

Part 4: Fermentation
During fermentation, only 2 molecules of ATP can be generated for one molecule of glucose. Pyruvate is a
waste product produced during glycolysis, and unless pyruvate is metabolized, it will prevent fermentation
from proceeding.
There are two ways that pyruvate can be metabolized. In yeasts and certain other microbes, pyruvate is
turned into ethyl alcohol (ethanol). In animals and some bacteria, pyruvate is turned into lactic acid.

Think about It
Clearly draw the fermentation pathway in yeast.

“Wine Making” Experiment
Working in your group, you will design an experiment to test a hypothesis regarding the rate of
fermentation. Some of the experimental variables you might manipulate in the fermentation process are:
Sugar type (Possibilities: sucrose, lactose, glucose, and dextrin)
Yeast quantity (use 1 gram as your control value)
Temperature (18˚C—room temperature, 37˚C, 55˚C, or 0˚C ice bath)

Think about It
1. What is the question your group is asking for this experiment?
2. Describe your hypothesis.
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Experimental Design
To test your hypothesis, set up three or four fermentation tubes. Be sure to include a control in your
experiment. Feel free to design your experiment using this general experimental design that you modify as
necessary. Be sure to label your tubes, since you might be placing them in a water bath shared with other
groups.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fill each test tube about half full with water.
Add 1 gram of yeast.
Add 1 gram of a sugar.
Mix all the ingredients.
Place a balloon over the top of each tube.
Place the tubes in a test tube holder at the appropriate temperature.
After 30 minutes observe tubes and measure the circumference of the balloon.

Lab Questions
Describe your experimental design:
Tube

Contents

Variable

Circumference of Balloon (in cm)

1
2
3
4 (control)
1. What was the control in your experiment? Was it a positive control or a negative control? Explain.
2. Did the results support your hypothesis? If not, why do you think your results did not support your
hypothesis? What would your new hypothesis be?
3. What further experiment(s) would you perform to support or reﬁne your hypothesis?
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MITOSIS AND THE CELL CYCLE
MITOSIS AND THE CELL CYCLE
Each cell has a limited number of options for its future:
1. grow and divide (though this can be delayed in some cells, such as primary oocytes)
2. differentiate into a specialized cell and cease growing and dividing
3. die (programmed cell death called apoptosis)
Each cell in a multicellular organism receives information from myriad sources and processes this
information to decide its fate. The process goes like this:

The cell cycle is controlled at three checkpoints:
1. G1 Checkpoint
2. G2 Checkpoint
3. Mitosis Checkpoint
At each checkpoint the cell is assessed. If all is well the cell is allowed to proceed to the next phase.
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Mitosis
DNA molecules in the cell nucleus are duplicated before mitosis, during the S (or synthesis) phase
of interphase. Mitosis is the process of nuclear division. At the end of mitosis, a cell contains two identical
nuclei. Mitosis is divided into four stages (PMAT) listed below.
Prophase → Metaphase → Anaphase → Telophase
Cytokinesis, the process of cell division, occurs during the last stage of mitosis (telophase).
Some cells do not go though mitosis. In this case, these cells move from G1 of the cell cycle into a resting
phase known as G0. Sometimes a cell in G0 will move back into G1 and continue through the cell cycle.
Other cells will simply stay in G0 for their entire lifetime.
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Part 1: Labeling Diagrams
Examine the images below. As completely as possible, list the key events that occur in each stage of
mitosis. Compare your list to your classmates.
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Part 2: Mitosis Bead Simulations
In this exercise you will make models of chromosomes to study the meiosis chromosome replication and
Comparing mitosis and process of mitosis.

Materials
8 magnets (= centromeres)
30 beads of one color
30 beads of another color

Procedure
1. Set up half of the beads exactly as follows, representing genes on the chromosome of a
hypothetical critter. We will assume that the critter is diploid (2N) and has two different chromosomes.
Since it has two copies of each chromosome the diploid number is 4 (2 × 2 = 4).

This is what your critter’s chromosomes look like in the unreplicated form. Note
that there are four chromosomes here, or two homologous pairs. Each
chromosome pair consists of a maternal and paternal version of the
chromosome. The maternal and paternal versions are represented by
respective bead color.

2. Replicate your chromosomes! Make enough copies of each chromosome to represent both paternal and
maternal chromosomes in a replicated form, as shown below. Note that the sister chromatids
are identical in color. Be sure you can identify the sister chromatids, chromosomes, and the
difference between a replicated and non-replicated form.

3. Using your maternal and paternal sets of replicated chromosomes and your notes as a
reference, practice the process of mitosis until you are very comfortable with it. Each person in the
group should practice the entire process.

Think about It
Draw your bead chromosomes in each stage of mitosis. Label each stage. Note: You do not need to draw
every single bead . . . but be sure to accurately indicate the relative sizes and colors of each different
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chromosome pair.
Do NOT proceed until you are comfortable with this! When your entire group is ready, let your instructor
know. He or she will choose a group member to walk him or her through your simulation. If it is
done correctly, you may move on to the next part.

Part 3: Microscopic Mitosis
In this part of the lab, you will examine 2 different slides:
1. A cross section of an onion root tip, where cell growth (and consequently mitosis) happens at a rapid
rate.
2. Blastula of a whiteﬁsh. The blastula is a distinct stage during embryonic development when a
fertilized egg forms a hollow ball of cells. During embryonic development, cells are dividing quickly and
we are more likely to be able to see the varying stages of mitosis.

Materials
Alium slide
Whiteﬁsh blastula slide
Microscope

Procedure
You must have your own microscope for this lab!
1. Using correct microscope procedure, observe an onion root tip under high power (400X).
2. Locate the region of active cell division, known as the root apical meristem, which is about 1 mm behind
the actual tip of the root.
3. Identify and draw a cell in each of the four stages of mitosis in the onion slide. Then draw cells in
cytokinesis and interphase as well.
4. Observe the prepared slide of a whiteﬁsh blastula under high power (400X).
5. Identify and draw a cell in each of the four stages of mitosis in the whiteﬁsh blastula slide. Then draw
cells in cytokinesis and interphase as well.

Part 4: Estimating Relative Time Spent in Each Stage of Mitosis
If you froze time and took a snapshot of a group of cells in a living organism, you could estimate the
relative amount of time a cell spends in each stage of the cell cycle simply by counting the number of cells in
each stage. For example, if there are 100 cells in your view and 90 of them are in prophase, you can
assume that the cells spend most of the time in prophase.
In this part, you will practice identifying cells in the various stages of mitosis, and then you will estimate
the relative amount of time a cell spends in each stage.

Materials
Alium slide
Microscope

Procedure
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1. Return to the slide of the onion root tip. Using correct microscope procedure, observe an onion root tip
under high power (400X).
2. Choose ONE view and then carefully COUNT the number of cells in each stage of the cell cycle.
Feel free to estimate the total number of cells in each stage.

Data
Interphase Prophase Metaphase Anaphase Telophase
Number of cells in each phase:
Percent of cells in each stage (see
Equation 1)
Estimated time a cell spends in each
stage (see Equation 2)
Equation 1: percent of cells in state =

cells in stage
× 100
total cells

Equation 2: Time spent in stage = (fraction of cells in stage) × (24h) × (

1440 min
)
24 h

Think about It
Are there any problems with this estimate? How could you make this exercise more effective?

Part 5: Mitosis Bingo
Fill in the boxes with the names of the different stages of Mitosis. You will use the same stage multiple
times. Then watch as different stages of mitosis are shown on the screen. Every time you see a stage on
your card, cover that spot with a marker. You must cover all the spots on a card to win! (Printable version
here.)
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Lab Questions
1. Describe how cytokinesis is different in plant cells and animal cells.
2. Make an estimate of how long (relatively speaking) a cell stays in each stage of mitosis (not including
interphase). How did you determine your estimates?
3. Can you think of any reasons why cells contain a genetic program that tells the cell to commit suicide
(apoptosis)? Give reasons why this would be.
4. Is the G0 phase a truly resting phase? If the cells in G0 are not truly resting, why do you think we use
the term resting to describe the state of these cells? [Hint: think of your nerve cells and muscle cells.]
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MEIOSIS AND GAMETOGENESIS
MEIOSIS AND GAMETOGENESIS
Comparing Mitosis and Meiosis
In both meiosis and mitosis, the original parent cell is a diploid cell. Remember, this means the cell has two
copies of each chromosome. Meiosis and mitosis are both nuclear divisions that result in new daughter
cells. However, the two processes have signiﬁcant differences. Fill out the following chart comparing the two
forms of nuclear division.

Mitosis
(begins with a single cell)

Meiosis
(begins with a single cell)

# chromosomes in parent cells
# DNA replications
# nuclear divisions
# daughter cells produced
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Mitosis
(begins with a single cell)

Meiosis
(begins with a single cell)

purpose

Think about It
Does mitosis and/or meiosis happen in prokaryotes? Do mitosis and/or meiosis happen in eukaryotes?
Explain.

Part 1: Meiosis Bead Simulation
Materials
12 magnets (=centromeres)
48 beads of one color
48 beads of another color
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Procedure
1. Set up half of the beads exactly as follows, representing genes on the chromosome of a
hypothetical critter. We will assume that the critter is diploid (2N) and has three different chromosomes.
Because the critter has two copies of each of the three chromosomes, the diploid number is 6 (2 × 3 =
6).

This is what your critter’s chromosomes look like in the unreplicated form.
Note that there are six chromosomes here consisting of three homologous
pairs. Each chromosome pair consists of a maternal and paternal version of
the chromosome. The maternal and paternal versions are represented by
the respective bead color.

2. Replicate your chromosomes! Make enough copies of each chromosome to represent both paternal and
maternal chromosomes in a replicated form, as shown below. Note that the sister chromatids
are identical in color. Be sure you can identify the sister chromatids, chromosomes, and the
difference between a replicated and non-replicated form.

3. Using your maternal and paternal sets of replicated chromosomes and this lab (or the text) as
a reference, practice the process of meiosis until you are very comfortable with it. Each person in
the group should practice the entire process.

Do NOT proceed until you are comfortable with this! Don’t forget crossing over.

Part 2: Independent Assortment
There are two possible ways pairs of homologs (also known as tetrads) can line up on the metaphase
plate during Metaphase I. This possible number of alignments equals 2n, where n is the number of
chromosomes per set. In humans, n=23, so there are 223 possible ways the homologous pairs can line up
on the metaphase plate!

Procedure
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1. Use the beads from the last simulation. This time, demonstrate the principle of independent assortment
by determining how many different gametes you can form with three homologous pairs.
2. Use the chromosomes to demonstrate all the different ways they can line up on the metaphase plate.
3. Draw a picture of each possible way of lining up.
4. Then draw a picture of each possible gamete formed when the chromosomes line up like that.

Lab Questions
1. How many possible gametes can be formed following meiosis (excluding crossing over events) from an
original cell that contains a diploid number of six (2n = 6)? [The number of possible gametes = 2n where
n is the number of chromosomes per set.]
2. How many possible gametes can be formed following meiosis (excluding crossing over events) from an
original cell that contains a diploid number of 46 (2n = 46)?
3. How many possible gamete types can be generated through the process of crossing over alone?
4. Based upon the processes of independent assortment, crossing over, and random fertilization, what
important differences would you expect to see between a sexually reproducing population of organisms
and an asexually reproducing population of organisms?

Part 3: Mammalian Gametogenesis
The formation of gametes, or gametogenesis, is the ﬁrst stage in sexual reproduction. In singlecelled organisms, e.g., many Protista, the vegetative cell can simply act as a gamete. In more complex
organisms specialized regions within the organism take on the role of gametogenesis.
1. Egg Production: meiosis occurs within the ovary; for example, in plants only one of the four products of
meiosis develops into an egg (the other three degenerate or serve some other function).
2. Sperm Production: meiosis occurs within the testes; for example, in plants each original cell (called
a spermatocyte) that undergoes meiosis produces four viable sperm.

Procedure
1. Examine under low power (100 X) and draw a cross section of an ovary from a prepared slide. Make a
second drawing of a follicle under high power (400 X). Include one or more follicles in your drawing.
Each follicle contains an egg, known as an oocyte. Label the following: follicle and outer ovary wall.
2. Examine a prepared slide of testes cross section under high power. Note the numerous canals
with sperm. Draw a canal and Label the following: seminiferous tubules, spermatogonia,
spermatocyte (cell that undergoes meiosis) and sperm.
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(a) Mitosis of a spermatogonial stem cell involves a single cell division that results in two identical,
diploid daughter cells (spermatogonia to primary spermatocyte). Meiosis has two rounds of cell
division: primary spermatocyte to secondary spermatocyte, and then secondary spermatocyte to
spermatid. This produces four haploid daughter cells (spermatids). (b) In this electron micrograph of a
cross-section of a seminiferous tubule from a rat, the lumen is the light-shaded area in the center of
the image. The location of the primary spermatocytes is near the basement membrane, and the early
spermatids are approaching the lumen (tissue source: rat). EM × 900.

Germinal epithelium of the testicle. 1) basal lamina,
2) spermatogonia, 3) spermatocyte 1st order,
4) spermatocyte 2nd order, 5) spermatid, 6) mature
spermatid, 7) Sertoli cell, and 8) occlusive junctions
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Order of changes in ovary. 1) Menstruation, 2) Maturing follicle, 3) Mature
follicle, 4) Ovulation, 5) Corpus luteum, and 6) Deterioration of corpus luteum
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MENDELIAN GENETICS
MENDELIAN GENETICS
Part 1: Terminology
Beginning students of biology always learn about Mendelian genetics. Inevitably, the study of
inheritance always leads to additional questions. In fact, Mendelian inheritance patterns are exceedingly
rare, especially in humans. We now know that inheritance is much more complex, usually involving many
genes that interact in varied ways. Nonetheless, a clear understanding of basic inheritance patterns that
follow Mendel’s original observations will provide a springboard for understanding current scientiﬁc
exploration.
Inheritance patterns that follow Mendelian rules are as follows:
Traits are governed by single genes
There are two alternate forms of a gene, known as alleles
Alleles are expressed as dominant and recessive
It just so happened that the traits Gregor Mendel observed in his pea plants did indeed conform to
these rules. After collecting and analyzing his data, Gregor Mendel developed 2 laws of inheritance: The
Law of Segregation and the Law of Independent Assortment.
1. Describe these laws:
1. The Law of Segregation
2. The Law of Independent Assortment
2. Before you can work with problems involving Mendelian inheritance, you need to be comfortable with
the following terms:
1. Diploid
2. Haploid
3. Allele
4. Dominant
5. Recessive
6. Genotype
7. Homozygous
8. Heterozygous
9. Phenotype

Part 2: Mendel’s First Law: Law of Segregation
The Law of Segregation states that alternative alleles of a trait segregate independently during meiosis.
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Using a technique known as Punnett Square analysis, we will see how Mendel analyzed his monohybrid
crosses to come up with the Law of Segregation.

Procedure
Carefully follow each step to create a Punnett square analysis. You can use these same general procedures
to analyze every Punnett Square you do!
Problem: In pea plants, height is coded for by the “T” gene. The dominant allele (T) codes for the tall
phenotype while the recessive allele (t) codes for the short phenotype. Make a cross between a true
breeding tall pea plant and a true breeding short pea plant.
1. What are the phenotypes of the parent plants? The parents are considered the P generation.
2. Determine the genotypes of each parent plant.
3. Imagine each parent goes through meiosis to produce gametes. List the genotype(s) of the
possible gametes that each parent would produce.
4. Create a Punnett square that displays the genotypes of the possible offspring. Also label the
phenotypes of the possible offspring. These offspring are considered the F1 (ﬁrst ﬁlial) generation.
5. Now allow the F1 generation to self-pollinate. What are the possible gametes that each F1 parent
can produce?
6. Create a Punnett square that displays the genotypes of the possible offspring. Also label the
phenotypes of the possible offspring. These offspring are considered the F2 (second ﬁlial) generation.
Note: Always reduce the phenotypic and genotypic ratios to their lowest terms.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the phenotypic ratio of the F1 generation?
What is the genotypic ratio of the F1 generation?
What is the phenotypic ratio of the F2 generation?
What is the genotypic ratio of the F2 generation?

Part 3: Probability
Do the expected and observed phenotypic and genotypic ratios always match up in real life? In the case
of ﬂipping coins, we would expect to see heads 50% of the time and tails 50% of the time. But, does this
always occur? Let’s explore!

Materials
2 coins

Procedure
1. Working with a partner, take two coins and assume that heads represent the dominant allele (A) and
tails represents the recessive allele (a). The genotype for each coin is heterozygous (Aa).
2. Assume that each coin represents one parent. When a single coin is ﬂipped, one gamete is
formed (through the process of meiosis). If the ﬂipped coin is on heads, then the gamete has the
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dominant allele (A). When both coins are ﬂipped simultaneously, there will be two possible gametes
that can combine through fertilization to form a zygote. Each time you ﬂip both coins, you will record
the “genotype” of the offspring.
3. Flip the coins 100 times and record your results in the chart below. (Download the chart here.)

Genotype

Expected results (after 100
ﬂips)

Your results (# of ﬂips with
each outcome)

Class results

Expected
count

Observed Count

Observed
count

Ratio (4 × count
total ﬂips)

Ratio

Ratio

AA
Aa
aa
Total ﬂips

100

100

Calculate ratios using this formula:
number of possible combinations (4) × number of flips of a given genotype (obse
Genotypic Ratio =
total number of flips counted (100)

Note: If calculating class totals, the denominator in this equation is equal to the total of all ﬂips counted
by all students in the class.
4. Report your results to your instructor so they can be included in the “Class Totals” column.
5. What is the expected genotypic ratio for a cross between two Aa coins?

Think about It
Did the observed and expected genotypic ratios match? Why or why not?

Part 4: The Law of Independent Assortment
The Law of Independent Assortment states that genes located on different chromosomes assort
independently from one another. To see the effects of this law, you must examine two different genes that
are carried on two different chromosomes. We can investigate this phenomenon by looking at baby.
For this experiment, each group will examine a special ear of corn. These ears were created when a mama
and papa corn plant, both heterozygous for seed color (P = purple, p= yellow) and seed shape (S =
smooth, s = wrinkled), made baby corns. Corn is cool, because an ear of corn is just a whole bunch of
babies held in one place! By counting the corn babies (each kernel is a baby), you can investigate the
principle of Independent Assortment.

Materials
1 ear of corn/group

Procedure
1. What were the phenotypes of the mama and papa corn plants that gave rise to your cob of babes?
(Read the previous paragraph to answer this question!)
2. What were the genotypes of the mama and papa corn plants that gave rise to your cob of babes?
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3. What were all the possible gametes each parent corn could produce?
4. Make a dihybrid cross illustrating all the possible baby corns produced by these parents.
Then calculate the expected phenotypic ratios of the babies.
5. Count and record the phenotypes of 100 kernels on your cob. Record your results below. (Download the
chart here.)
Phenotypes of possible offspring
Total Smooth
Purple

Total Smooth
Yellow

Total Wrinkled
Purple

Total Wrinkled
Yellow

Expected ratio
Total number
counted
Observed ratio
(16×count)
total flips

Class observed
ratio
(class average)
Calculate the ratios using this formula:
number of possible combinations (16) × number of kernels of a given phenotype
Phenotypic Ratio =
total number of kernels counted (100)

Note: If calculating class totals, the denominator in this equation is equal to the total of all kernels counted by
all students in the class.

Lab Questions
1. Do the observed phenotypes agree with the expected phenotypes? Why or why not?
2. Can you determine the genotypes of the purple kernels or the smooth kernels in this lab exercise? Why
or why not?
3. Can you determine the genotypes of the yellow kernels or the wrinkled kernels in this lab exercise? Why
or why not?
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HUMAN INHERITANCE
HUMAN INHERITANCE
Part 1: Human Traits Governed by Mendelian Genetics
Breaking news! These are all myths! Only ear wax is inherited in Mendelian ratios!

Materials
Small piece of PTC paper

Procedure
1. Record your phenotype and genotype for the following Mendelian traits:
Trait

Your Phenotype

Your Genotype

Tongue roller (R/r)
Dominant allele allows you to roll your tongue
Free ear lobes (E/e)
Dominant allele leads to free ear lobes
Mid-digital hair (M/m)
Dominant allele results in hair on middle joint of ﬁnger
Widows peak (W/w)
Dominant allele results in widows peak
Hitch-hikers thumb (H/h)
Recessive allele results in ability to bend thumb more than 50°
Bent little ﬁnger (B/b)
Dominant allele causes ﬁrst joint to point inwards
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Trait

Your Phenotype

Your Genotype

Dimples (D/d)

Dominant allele results in dimples
Taste PTC (T/t)
Dominant allele allows you to taste PTC
Polydactyly (P/p)
Dominant allele results in more than ﬁve ﬁngers
2. Two people who are heterozygous for tasting the chemical PTC marry. List the genotypes possible for
their children regarding the tasting of PTC. Show your work.
3. Alfred is heterozygous for tongue rolling and has ﬁve ﬁngers. Alfreda, his wife, cannot roll her tongue
and is heterozygous for polydactyly.
1. What is Alfred’s genotype?
2. What is Alfreda’s genotype?
4. What are Alfred’s possible sperm with regard to these two traits?
5. What are Alfreda’s possible eggs with regard to these two traits?
6. What is the probability that their ﬁrst child will not roll its tongue and will have the normal number of
ﬁngers?

Part 2: Human Traits not Governed by Mendelian Genetics
There are many exceptions to Mendel’s Rules. For example, blood types in humans exhibit two
exceptions: codominance and multiple alleles.
1. Codominance: both alleles are expressed simultaneously (A and B alleles)
2. Multiple Alleles: more than two alleles exist in a population (ABO)

Background Information
Monoclonal antibodies are used to detect the blood surface markers governed by the ABO and rh factor
blood determinants. A sample of blood is combined with each speciﬁc antibody: anti-A, anti-B, anti-O or antirh+ antibodies. A positive reaction, usually indicated by blood coagulation, indicates the presence of that
particular blood surface marker. Antigens are molecules that trigger an immune response, causing the
production of antibodies speciﬁc to that antigen.

Materials
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Synthetic blood
Synthetic antibodies
Blood typing tray
Toothpicks

Procedure
1. Record your unknown blood type.
2. Place one drop of the unknown blood into each of the three wells on the plastic plate.
3. Apply one drop of anti-A antibody to one of the three wells and mix with a toothpick. If clumping occurs,
the red blood cells have the A antigen embedded in their surface.
4. Repeat the procedure using anti-B antibody in the second well.
5. Finally repeat the procedure for the third well using anti-Rh factor antibody.

Results
What is your unknown blood type?
Is it Rh+ or Rh-?

Think about It
1. Can two people with type A blood have a baby with type O blood? Explain your answer using a
Punnett Square.
2. A mother is Rh negative and her husband is Rh positive. If she becomes pregnant, what are
the implications from an immunological standpoint for both fetus and mother, as well as
subsequent fetuses?

Part 3: Human Genetics Problems
Genetic counselors are trained to detect inheritance patterns of genetic diseases based on information
they obtain from the family. Imagine that you are a genetic counselor and you must solve the following cases
based on the information provided. Use the following steps to solve each problem:
1. Create a legend that indicates the gene pairs (alleles) involved. Use a capital letter to denote
the dominant allele and lowercase letter to denote the recessive allele.
Example: D= dimples d= no dimples
2. Write the genotype and phenotype of the parents. Example: DD → dimples
3. Use a Punnet Square to cross the potential gametes of the parents.
4. Determine the probability based on the Punnet Square.

Problems
1. Autosomal Recessive Inheritance (trait only expressed if homozygous recessive)
An albino man (nn) marries a normally pigmented woman (N_) who has an albino mother. What is
the chance that their children will be albino?
2. Autosomal Dominant Inheritance (trait expressed as long as one dominant allele is present)
A daughter wants to know what the chances are that she will develop Huntington’s disease, a
degenerative disorder of the nervous system that appears during the ages of 30s to 40s. Her mother
has Huntington’s while her father does not have the disease. Try to determine the possibilities from the
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information you have at hand. What further information do you need in order to more accurately
determine the probability?
3. X-Linked or Sex-Linked Recessive Inheritance (males more likely to express trait than females)
Hemophilia is a blood disorder that is sex-linked. A woman carrier has children with a normal
man. Determine the chances for girls and boys with hemophilia. [Remember that females have the XX
genotype and malesn have the XY genotype. Do not place an allele on the Y chromosome. Example:
XNXn for female; XY for male]
4. Multiple Alleles (more than two alleles in the gene pool of the population)
In the population as a whole there are three alleles (A, B and O) determining blood type, although any
one individual can have at most only two of the three alleles. A woman and her son are both blood type
O. The woman claims that a man with blood type A is the father of the boy. Is this possible? Explain
your answer.
5. Sex Determination (female genotype XX and male genotype XY)
1. What fraction of human offspring receive an X chromosome from the mother?
2. What fraction receive a Y chromosome from the father?
3. Mr. and Mrs. Jackson have seven boys and one girl. What is the probability that their next child will
be a girl?

Part 4: Pedigree Analysis
We will trace the inheritance pattern of the autosomal recessive trait albinism through four generations.
The legend is as follows:

In the pedigree chart below determine the genotypes of each individual. Use a Punnet Square analysis to
help you. Remember that the genotype of affected individuals is nn. If you cannot determine both gene pairs
of a normal individual, indicate the genotype as N_. Put the genotype next to each symbol.

Part 5: Practice Problems
1. A certain disease is linked to the Y chromosome. What is the chance that a female could get
this disease?
2. Polydactyly is an autosomal dominant condition. Assuming two non-polydactyl individuals make a baby,
what is the chance of them having a polydactyl child?
3. If one of the parents described in question 2 is heterozygous for polydactyly, what is the chance of
polydactyl offspring?
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4. Two plants, which are heterozygous for a gene that describes plant height, are crossed.
What percentage of their offspring will have the same phenotype as the parents if the trait is
inherited via complete dominance? Incomplete dominance?
5. In dogs, wire hair (S) is dominant to smooth (s). In a cross of a homozygous wire-haired dog with a
smooth-haired dog, what will be the phenotype of the F1 generation? Genotypes?
6. A new disease was found to be sex-linked recessive. A man and a woman, wishing to have children
together would like to know which percentage of their offspring could possibly have the disease. Neither
parent has this disease. What is the highest possible percentage of their offspring that will have this
disease? What proportion of their female offspring could get it? Males?
7. A boy, whose parents and grandparents have normal vision, is color-blind. Color-blindness is an Xlinked recessive condition. What are the genotypes for his mother and his maternal grandparents?
8. Which of the following genotypes is not possible for the offspring of the following cross? AABb x aaBB
1. AaBB
2. AaBb
3. AABB
4. AABb
9. In a recent case in Spokane, Washington, a woman claimed a man was the father of her child. The man
denied it. The man’s lawyer demanded that blood types be taken to prove the innocence of his client.
The following results were obtained: Alleged father, Type O. Mother, Type A. Child, Type AB.
1. What are the possible genotypes for these three people?
2. Do you agree with the court’s decision? Why or why not?
10. It was suspected that two babies had been exchanged in a hospital. Mr. and Mrs. Jones received baby
#1 and Mr. and Mrs. Simon received baby #2. Blood typing tests on the parents and the babies showed
the following:
1. Mr. Jones: Type A
2. Mrs. Jones: Type O
3. Baby #1: Type A
1. Mr. Simon: Type AB
2. Mrs. Simons: Type O
3. Baby #2 Type O
Were the babies switched? Do you know this for sure?
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DNA STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
DNA STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
Our genetic information is coded within the macromolecule known as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).
DNA belongs to a class of organic molecules called nucleic acids. The building block, or monomer, of all
nucleic acids is a structure called a nucleotide. A nucleotide has three parts: phosphate, deoxyribose
sugar, and a nitrogen base.

There are four different nucleotides that make up a DNA molecule, each differing only in the type
of nitrogenous base. These include adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C), and guanine (G), often
indicated by their ﬁrst letters only.
James Watson and Francis Crick discovered the three dimensional shape of DNA in the early 1950s.
The shape, which they described as a double helix, has the shape of a twisted ladder.
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The Genetic Code
Think of the four nucleotides that make up DNA as the letters of an alphabet. To spell out a word (in this
case an amino acid) three “letters” from our alphabet are required. Since only about 20 amino acids make
up all the proteins, having a four-letter alphabet is more than sufﬁcient to spell out the 20 “words” (see the
calculations that follow). The genetic code is universal (almost) for all living things. What this means is that
the triplet code spells the same amino acid in different organisms, from dolphins to plants to bacteria!
Sequence of Nucleotides

# Amino Acids Coded

one

41 = 4 (not enough)

two

42 =16 (not enough)

three

43 =64 (more than enough)

The Gene Concept
Think of a gene as a segment of DNA on a chromosome that codes for a series of amino acids that when
linked together makes up what is known as a polypeptide. Polypeptides are then folded into complex threedimensional shapes that become functional proteins.

The Central Dogma
All organisms use the same fundamental mechanism for gene expression.
DNA → RNA → Polypeptide → Protein

Protein Synthesis
Protein synthesis is a two step process.
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DNA —(transcription)→ RNA —(translation)→ Polypeptide
Transcription happens when the information from the DNA template is
transcribed onto another form of nucleic acid known as ribonucleic acid
or RNA (actually messenger RNA).
Translation happens when the information from the language of nucleic
acid is translated into the language of proteins.

Part 1: DNA to Protein Exercise
The following DNA sequence is part of the gene that controls dimples.
Decode the DNA message into mRNA, tRNA and ﬁnally amino acids.
Use the genetic code chart to ﬁll in the table below.
Note: The genetic code is based on mRNA (not DNA or tRNA). When
you have ﬁnished this, you will be able to determine the phenotype of the person the DNA came from. (If
arginine is the 3rd amino acid, the person will have dimples.)
DNA

mRNA codon

tRNA anticodon

Amino Acid

C
G
A
G
T
C
G
C
A
T
A
A
1. Does the person with the sequence above have dimples?
2. What two great tasks are carried out by our
genetic machinery?
3. What name do we call a three-nucleotide sequences of
mRNA?
4. How many DNA bases does it take to code for an RNA
codon?
5. How many amino acids does an RNA codon code for?
6. What brings amino acids to the ribosome
7. What is the difference between transcription and
translation?
8. True or false: Most of the DNA in the human genome
codes for proteins.

Part 2: Protein Synthesis Exercise
DNA: 3′ AG C C G T A GAA T T 5′
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1. Using this strand of DNA as a template, draw a picture of the complete DNA molecule. Include all parts
of the DNA molecule. You do not need to draw your molecule with atomic accuracy.
2. Now draw a complete picture of the mRNA strand that will be made from this DNA. Label the 5′ and 3′
ends of your mRNA strand. (Use the given DNA strand at the top of this page as your template . . .)
3. Carefully indicate the codons present in the mRNA strand from question 2.
4. Draw a complete picture of all the tRNA molecules that will match up with the codons from the previous
question. Include all appropriate amino acids in your picture, and do not mix up their order!
5. Draw a picture of the completed protein coded for by this strand of DNA (abbreviations are ﬁne). Show
the amino acids in the same order they would be observed in the ﬁnished protein.

Part 3: Protein Synthesis Bingo
Fill in the boxes with 16 of the 20 amino acids. Every bingo square will be unique. Then listen as
random nucleotide sequences are pulled from the hat. Listen carefully to what kind of sequence is called!
Use the mRNA codon chart on the previous page to determine the amino acid associated with each
sequence. (Printable version here.)
alanine—ala—A

cysteine—cys—C

histidine—his—
H

methionine—met—M

threonine—thr—T

arginine—arg—R

glutamine—gln—Q

isoleucine—ile
—I

phenylalanine—phe
—F

tryptophan—trp—
W

asparagine—asn—N

glutamic acid—glu—
leucine—leu—L proline—pro—P
E

aspartic acid—asp—
glycine—gly—G
D

Sequence Called

lysine—lys—K

DNA? mRNA? tRNA?

serine—ser—S

Codon

tyrosine—tyr—Y
valine—val—V

AA

1
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Part 4: Wheat Germ Extraction
Wheat germ is the sprouting embryo contained within a wheat kernel (the wheat seed). The remainder of
the wheat kernel is called the endosperm, and is the food storage site for the developing embryo. Our task
today is to break down the cells within the wheat germ and remove the DNA.

Materials
Raw, untoasted wheat germ (2 g)
Adolph’s natural meat tenderizer (unseasoned)
Liquid dishwashing detergent (Palmolive) (3 mL)
1M sodium bicarbonate—NaHCO3 (5mL)
Ice cold 95% ethanol (20mL)
Tap water
Water bath (55° C)
250 ml beaker
Thermometer
Graduated cylinder (10mL)
Serological pipette, 10 mL
Glass stirring rod
Glass DNA hook
Ice bath

Procedure
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1. Measure 45 mL of tap water into your beaker using the graduated cylinder, and place it in the
warm water bath (55° C). Allow it a few minutes to warm up. Do not allow the temperature of the bath to
exceed 60° C!
2. Sprinkle in 2g of wheat germ into the beaker and gently stir in 3 mL of detergent. Incubate this mixture
in the warm water bath for 5 minutes.
1. Detergents dissolve lipids and proteins that form the cell membranes found in the wheat germ
by disrupting the chemical bonds that hold the membrane together. This releases the cell’s
contents, including the DNA held within the nucleus, into the solution.
2. The warm water bath denatures enzymes that might otherwise damage the DNA, and it also helps
the detergent work more effectively. If your water bath is too hot, then your DNA will become
damaged.
3. After 5 minutes, gently stir in 2 g of meat tenderizer and 5mL of the 1M sodium bicarbonate
solution. Incubate this mixture at 55° C for an additional 15–20 minutes.
1. Eventually, even at 55° C, the DNA would be damaged, so this additional incubation period must
not exceed 15–20 minutes.
2. The sodium bicarbonate acts as a buffer that maintains a near-neutral pH in the solution. This
ensures the DNA remains stable, and it also enables the enzyme found in the meat tenderizer to be
most effective.
3. The meat tenderizer contains a proteolytic enzyme that degrades the proteins found in the
nuclear membrane, ultimately freeing the DNA into solution.
4. Transfer the beaker containing the wheat germ mixture to an ice bath for a few minutes to quickly cool it
to room temperature. Gently stir during this time.
1. The ice bath cools down the mixture so that the DNA is not damaged by the heat!
5. Using the serological pipet, carefully layer 10 mL of ice-cold alcohol over the wheat germ solution in the
beaker. Allow the alcohol to ﬂow from the pipet with the pipet tip held against the inside surface of the
beaker, just above liquid level. If the DNA does not appear, repeat this step.
1. When the dissolved DNA makes contact with the very cold alcohol, the alcohol effectively
dehydrates the DNA and it precipitates from the solution. This is because DNA is insoluble in the
alcohol (and this is especially true of ice COLD alcohol).
2. If carried out accurately, long strands of DNA will form at the interface between the alcohol and
the original solution. These can be physically spooled using the glass DNA hook.
6. Using the DNA hook, attempt to spool the DNA using a slow, twirling motion.
Show your DNA to your instructor for credit!
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DIVERSITY OF LIFE
DIVERSITY OF LIFE
How many types of living things are on the earth? How many different varieties of life-forms can we
recognize as being fundamentally different from one another? How might we categorize different life forms?
The purpose of this lab is to provide you some background knowledge and experience in exploring the
diversity of life. There are two parts to this lab. First you are expected to learn about the different organisms.
This may require research on your part. Second, you are expected to go into a non-human dominated
landscape and look for organisms that fall into the different categories.

Part 1: De ning Terms
Species
Species is a Latin word meaning “kind” or “appearance.” No doubt, we learn to distinguish among different
types of plants and animals—between cats and dogs, for instance—by their appearance. Today biologists
use many aspects other than an organism’s appearance to characterize species: body
functions, biochemistry, behavior, and genetic make-up. As such there are many ways to deﬁne what a
species is. The most common species concept is the “biological species concept.”

Lab Question
1. Summarize what the biological species concept states about species.

Taxonomy
Taxonomy is the identiﬁcation and classiﬁcation of species. The taxonomic system developed by Linnaeus in
the eighteenth century is still used today. It has two main features. First, it assigned to each species a twopart Latin name. The ﬁrst word of the name is the genus to which the species belongs. The second part of
the name, the speciﬁc epithet, refers to one species within the genus. For example, humans are Homo
sapiens while the black rat isRattus rattus and the Norwegian rat isRattus norvegicus. Notice each
species has its own unique name, but the two rat species have a similar genus name. This means that the
two rat species are in the same genus and suggests that they are more closely related to each other than
either of them are to humans which are in a different genus.
The second component of the taxonomic system developed by Linnaeus was adopting a ﬁling system for
grouping species into a hierarchy of increasingly general categories. Taxonomists place related genera in
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the same family, groups of related families into orders, groups of related orders into classes, classes into
phyla (phylum, singular), phyla into kingdoms, and kingdoms into domains.
Today we are going to focus on three of the four kingdoms in the domain Eukarya (organisms with nuclei):
kingdom Plantae, kingdom Animalia, and kingdom Fungi.

Part 2: Kingdom Plantae
Plants are multi-cellular organisms composed of cells with cell walls (made of cellulose) and
chloroplasts (organelles that convert solar energy into chemical energy).

Lab Question
Describe the characteristics of each of the four main categories of plants and give one example of each.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bryophytes
Seedless vascular plants
Gymnosperms
Angiosperms

Part 3: Kindom Animalia
Animals are multi-cellular, heterotrophic (must get their nutrition from somewhere else) organisms
whose cells are not surrounded by cell walls. All animals go through a blastula stage during development.
A blastula is a hollow ball of cells.
There are at least 36 different animal phyla. Here we will only concentrate on some of the more common (or
well known) phyla.

Lab Question
Describe the deﬁning characteristics for each type of animal group below and give one example of each.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Porifera
Cnidaria
Platyhelminthes
Nemadota
Annelida
Mollusca
Arthropoda
Echinodermata
Chordata

Part 4: Kindom Fungi
Fungi are primarily multi-cellular heterotrophic organisms that consist of slender tube like ﬁlaments
called hyphae.
There are four main fungal phyla.

Lab Question
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Describe the deﬁning characteristics for each type of fungal group below and give one example of each.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Basidiomycetes
Ascomycetes
Zygomycetes
Cytrids

Part 5: Biodiversity Hike
The ﬁnal part of this lab is designed to provide exposure to the wild diversity of living organisms in your own
area. Your instructor might organize a ﬁeld trip for this part of the lab. If there isn’t an organized ﬁeld trip, you
can complete this part on your own, in any non-human dominated landscape. Your assignment is to simply
spend one or two hours exploring the environment, looking for different examples of living organisms we’ve
studied. Use the table below to record what you ﬁnd. (Printable version here.)
Date of hike:
Weather:
Location:
Table 1: Field Notes
Organism
Description?

Common or
rare?

General
habitat?

Phylum/Group?

Common or scientiﬁc
name?

Lab Questions
1. Do you think your list is comprehensive? (In other words, do you think there were other critters living in
the habitat that you did not see?) Explain.
2. Why do YOU think biodiversity is important?
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EVOLUTION AND NATURAL
SELECTION
EVOLUTION AND NATURAL SELECTION
The process of biological evolution can be accurately deﬁned as “descent with modiﬁcation.” This deﬁnition
includes microevolution (changes in allele frequency of a population over time) and macroevolution (the
descent of different species from a shared common ancestor over many generations). Evolution relies on
four processes that function as the basic mechanisms of evolutionary change:
1. Mutation. Mutations are the ultimate source of variation in a population, resulting in changes in the
genetic makeup of an individual.
2. Migration. The allele frequency of a population can change if members of an existing population leave,
or new members join.
3. Genetic Drift. Genetic drift happens when allele frequencies change due to purely random factors. For
example, if a person accidentally stepped on a population of beetles and randomly killed all the brown
beetles in the population, the allele frequency of the population would certainly change, but the cause of
the change is completely random. This is an example of genetic drift. It is most signiﬁcant in small
populations.
4. Natural Selection. Charles Darwin based his theory of natural selection as the driving force for
evolution from the following observations:
1. Reproduction. Species reproduce in excess of the numbers that can survive.
2. Variation. All sexually reproducing species vary in characteristics.
3. Heredity. Traits can be passed from one generation to the next.
4. Fitness. Those individuals with hereditary characteristics that have survival value, i.e.,
improved ﬁtness, are more likely to survive and reproduce compared with less ﬁt individuals. Be
careful here, because the word “ﬁtness” does not refer to physical ﬁtness or healthiness! This word
is being used in a very speciﬁc way to mean “successful reproduction.” Fit individuals make more
babies. This is not necessarily true of our common use of the word!
Put Darwin’s observations together and you get natural selection, a process favoring survival
and reproduction of the most ﬁt individuals in a population. Natural selection can be viewed as
differential reproduction. Individuals with favorable characteristics have a competitive advantage and
are more likely to pass their genes on to the next generation.
If these four processes are coupled with reproductive isolation, then speciation (the formation of a new
species) can occur. Reproductive isolation occurs by some mechanism that can isolate diverging
populations so as to prevent interbreeding. Given sufﬁcient time, a population that is isolated from the
original population can diverge physically and/or behaviorally to the point where it is a distinct species. There
is a variety of isolating mechanisms that can prevent gene ﬂow from occurring. One example is the presence
of geographical barriers such as mountain ranges or islands that prevent gene ﬂow between separated
populations.
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Part 1: Natural Selection Exercise—Generation 1
This exercise illustrates the effect of natural selection on populations of predators and prey. Students, in
groups of four, will represent predators, each with a different adaptation for capturing their prey. The prey will
consist of different species represented by different colored beans.

Procedure
1. Each team of 4 students will count out exactly 100 dried beans of each color.
2. Thoroughly mix the beans and spread them evenly over your “habitat.” Your habitat depends on
the weather.
1. If the weather is poor, it is dark outside, or your instructor would rather, your habitat will be a tray
of sediment in the classroom.
2. If the weather is lovely, or your instructor is adventurous, you will do this lab outside. Each team
will mark off a 1m × 1m “habitat” in the grass using yarn, a meter stick, and wood stakes.
3. All “prey” are conﬁned to the habitat, wherever it is!
3. Each student (predator) will have a different feeding apparatus: A fork, spoon, knife or forceps.
4. When everyone is ready, predators will spend 60 seconds capturing prey with their devices
and depositing them into a cup while obeying the following rules:
1. Predators must only use their capture device to capture prey.
2. Predators may not scoop prey up with their cup.
3. If predators “eat” too much of the environment, they will become constipated and DIE.
5. Each predator determines the number of prey captured and records results in Data Sheet: Generation
1.
6. Calculate and ﬁll in the remaining statistics on the data sheet (see example below).

Data Sheet: Generation 1
Prey Type

Black bean

Pinto bean

Red bean

White bean

Total

% Captured

Population Size

100

100

100

100

400

—

Forceps
Spoon
Fork
Knife
Prey Type

Black bean

Pinto bean

Red bean

White bean

Total

% Captured

Total Kills
# Survived
% Survived
% Total Population

Example of Data Collection and Analysis for Generation 1
Prey Type

Black bean

Pinto bean

Red bean
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Population Size

100

100

100

100

400

—

Forceps

8

15

22

12

57

14%

Spoon

14

29

21

18

82

21%

Fork

10

20

14

19

63

15%

Knife

15

30

20

10

75

19%

Prey Type

Black bean

Pinto
bean

Red
bean

White
bean

Total

%
Captured

Total Kills

47 (Note: 8 + 14 + 10 +15)

94

77

59

—

—

# of This
Bean
That
Survived

53 (Note: 100 – 47)

6

23

41

123 (Note: 53 + 6 +
23 + 41)

—

% of This
Bean
That
Survived

53% (Note: (53/100) × 100
(6/100) × 100)

6%

23%

41%

—

—

% Total
Population

43% (Note: (53/123) × 100)

5%

19%

3%

—

—

# of This Bean That Survived = population size – total kills
% of This Bean That Survived = (# survived/population size) x 100
% Total Population = (# survived/total survived) x 100

Part 2: Natural Selection Exercise—Generation 2
The predator with the lowest capture percentage will go “extinct” and will not participate in the next
exercise. The predator with the highest capture percentage will reproduce itself and the “offspring” will
participate in the next exercise. The surviving prey will also survive and reproduce.

Procedure
1. The person with the lowest capture percentage (as calculated in the previous exercise) will “die”
and turn in their feeding device.
2. The person with the highest capture percentage will reproduce by having the “dead” person use
their same feeding device in the next round.
1. If the Fork won the ﬁrst round and the Spoon lost, then in the second round, there will be
two Forks and zero Spoons. There will also be one Knife and one pair of Forceps.
3. Now the surviving prey will reproduce and double.
1. If there are 40 surviving black beans, you will add another 40 black beans to the habitat, so there
are a total of 80 black beans in the habitat for round 2.
4. Repeat the procedure you carried out in Part 1. Collect data for Generation 2.

Data Sheet: Generation 2
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Prey Type

Black bean

Pinto bean

Red bean

White bean

Total

% Captured

Population Size
Forceps
Spoon
Fork
Knife
Prey Type

Black bean

Pinto bean

Red bean

White bean

Total

% Captured

Total Kills
# Survived
% Survived
% Total Population
Note: For population size in generation 2, multiply the number that survived in generation 1 by two.

Part 3: Natural Selection Exercise—Generation 3
The winning predator will reproduce again and the surviving prey will also reproduce (just like they did in
the previous exercise). Collect and record new data.

Data Sheet: Generation 3
Prey Type

Black bean

Pinto bean

Red bean

White bean

Total

% Captured

Population Size
Forceps
Spoon
Fork
Knife
Prey Type

Black bean

Pinto bean

Red bean

White bean

Total

% Captured

Total Kills
# Survived
% Survived
% Total Population
Note: For population size in generation 3, multiply the number that survived in generation 2 by two.

Part 4: Pie Chart Analysis of Predator and Prey Populations
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Now that you have collected data from three generations of predator and prey populations, you will use the
data to create a set of pie charts to help you interpret your results. The ﬁrst pair of pie charts represent the
data from the original predator and prey populations. Use these examples to create your own charts using
your group’s data.

End of First Generation

End of Second Generation

End of Third Generation
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Lab Questions
1. Explain in your own words the process of natural selection.
2. What conclusions can you draw regarding the effect of natural selection on the predator populations in
this exercise?
3. What conclusions can you draw regarding the effect of natural selection on the prey populations in this
exercise?
4. What do you predict would happen to both predator and prey populations if the habitat for this exercise
was changed? Give an example.
5. Relate the concept of natural selection to the process of evolution.
6. Is natural selection the only way evolution occurs? Explain.
Licensing & Attributions
CC licensed content, Original
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VIRUSES, BACTERIA, AND
EPIDEMIOLOGY
VIRUSES, BACTERIA, AND EPIDEMIOLOGY
Part 1: Viruses
Virus Characterization
Viruses lack a cell membrane and are obligate parasitic agents that lack the ability to replicate away from
their host cell. A virus consists of either DNA and/or RNA encapsulated within a protective protein coat.
Many animal viruses also contain an envelope surrounding the protein coat consisting of host membranederived lipids, etc. Viruses vary greatly in size, ranging from a few nanometers to roughly one micrometer.
Most viruses appear either polyhedral or helical (rod-like in appearance).

Rod-Shaped

Icosahedral
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Other

Pathogenicity
A parasite that causes disease is called a pathogen. Since viruses
are parasites of cells, they have the potential to be pathogens. All
living things on this planet are hosts to viral parasites. Throughout
history, humans have been plagued with a multitude of diseases
caused by viruses, including inﬂuenza, encephalitis, rabies, polio,
mumps, measles, small pox, AIDS (caused by HIV) and
hemorrhagic fever (caused by EBOLA and Marburg virus).

The Immune System
The body’s main defense against viral and bacterial pathogens is
the immune system. Proteins and glycoproteins (sugar-protein surface markers) on the surface of
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pathogens stimulate the production of antibodies in the host. Any substance that stimulates the immune
response is called an antigen. Each antigen the body is exposed to results in the production of a speciﬁc
antibody that binds to only that antigen.

Antibodies in Medical Diagnosis
By developing speciﬁc antibodies to surface antigens found on a pathogen, a diagnostic procedure known
as Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA) can be used to detect the presence of the pathogen.

Part 2: Bacteria and Archaea
Both bacteria and archaea are prokaryotes. Though this makes them very similar to each other, they also
have many unique characteristics.
Bacteria have the following characteristics:
No membrane-bound organelles
Single circular strand of DNA with no associated histone proteins
Most bacteria have a rigid cell wall composed of peptidoglycan (carbohydrate matrix linked
with polypeptide units)
Archaeans have the following characteristics:
No membrane-bound organelles
Single circular strand of DNA with associated histone proteins
Cell membrane contains isoprene chains
The earliest fossils discovered on earth are archaeans dating to 3.8 billion years ago.

Procedure
1. Obtain a piece of water fern and place on a glass slide with a drop of water. Using a single-edged blade,
dice the water fern into small pieces and place a cover slip on top.
2. Search for a symbiotic cyanobacterium called Anabaena that lives within the tissue of the water
fern under scanning (40X), low (100X), and high (400X) power.
3. Carefully focus, using the ﬁne focus knob only, until you can see the bacterial cells.
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Lab Question
Draw several cells connected together in a chain. For comparison of size, draw a single water fern cell next
to the Anabeana cells. Why are the Anabeana cells so small compared with the water fern cells?

Part 3: Epidemiology—How does an epidemic spread?
Some people are carriers of disease. A pathogen (disease agent) may not cause its host any
immediate discomfort, with no or only mild symptoms. At some point the infected individual may become
diseased. The danger to others is that a carrier may not be recognized as being infected and could
inadvertently spread the pathogen to others that they come in contact with. Examples include carriers of
viruses that cause hepatitis and AIDS. These pathogens have the capability of spreading very quickly due to
the lack of symptoms in infected hosts. The rapid spread of a life threatening disease agent is known as an
epidemic. Epidemics that spread from continent to continent are referred to as a pandemic, such as AIDS.
The study of disease at the population level is known as epidemiology. For some diseases, public
health ofﬁcials must identify the original carrier, called the index case. This person is sometimes referred to
as the “Typhoid Mary.” By identifying such a person and ﬁnding out who he or she came in contact with,
ofﬁcials learn how many individuals have potentially picked up the pathogen and how the disease spreads.
In today’s lab you will learn how a disease agent can be spread through a group of people, leading to
an epidemic. Each individual will obtain a solution. Noncarriers will receive an acid stock solution while
one unknown individual will receive a base stock solution. Let’s review acids and bases brieﬂy. Acidic
solutions have an excess of H+ ions relative to OH– ions, with a pH of less than 7. Basic solutions, on the
other hand, have an excess of OH– ions relative to H+ ions, with a pH in excess of 7. The acids and bases
we will use in lab today are relatively mild and pose little harm. Nevertheless, be sure they do not get in your
eyes or mouth.
Phenol red is a pH indicator. It changes color depending upon whether the solution it is added to is an acid
or base. If phenol red is added to an acidic solution, the solution will be yellow. If it is added to a basic
solution, the solution will be magenta/red.

Procedure
1. Each individual should obtain an unknown stock solution, a clean test tube with stopper, and a pipette.
2. Using the pipette, transfer three pipettes full of your unknown solution to the clean test tube.
3. Remove one pipette full of solution from your test tube and proceed as follows:
1. Choose someone at random from your class.
2. Empty your pipette into your contact’s test tube as he/she does the same to you.
3. Place the stopper in your test tube and shake your test tube gently to mix solutions.
4. In the ﬁrst data table below (Round 1) write down the name of the person with whom you
exchanged solutions.
4. Repeat step 3 twice more (Rounds 2 and 3), each time with a different contact. At each addition, mix the
combined solutions thoroughly.
5. When you have exchanged solutions with three different contacts, add one drop of phenol red to
your test tube to see if you are “infected.” Two test results are possible:
1. Solution turns red/magenta—you are infected!
2. Solution turns yellow—you are not infected (sure dodged a bullet)

Data
Table 1. Personal data gathered while swapping ﬂuids with 3 different people
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Table 1. Personal data gathered while swapping ﬂuids with 3 different people
Your Name

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Enter the class data in Table #2 below for those that are infected, using information from others in your
class.
Use an asterisk (*) to indicate which student contacts tested positive in columns labeled 1, 2, and 3.
Table 2. Exchange history for all persons in the class who are infected
Infected Person

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Lab Questions
1. Who was the index case (ﬁrst person to have disease)?
2. Assuming a lab of 20 students, what are the minimum number of rounds that it would it take before
everyone is infected?
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CLASSIFICATION AND TREE
THINKING
CLASSIFICATION AND TREE THINKING
Humans are excellent classiﬁers. Scientists classify organisms based upon features that are shared in
common with other related organisms. The formal process of classifying organisms is referred to as
taxonomy.
Traditional taxonomy relies primarily on physical traits, so that organisms that look alike are placed in the
same group.
One traditional taxonomic system, called the Linnaean system of taxonomy, established the
following categories:
Critter 1

Critter 2

Domain

Eukarya

Eukarya

Kingdom

Animalia

Animalia

Phylum (Division)

Chordata

Arthropoda

Class

Mammalia

Insecta

Order

Carnivora

Hymenoptera

Family

Felidae

Formicidiae

Genus

Felis

Solenopsis

Speciﬁc Epithet

domestica

invicta

Lab Question
1. Can you tell what organisms are categorized here?

Classifying organisms based on shared evolutionary history attaches powerful information to a
classiﬁcation scheme. While traditional taxonomy relied primarily on classifying organisms by their shared
physical characteristics (or morphology), technological advancements have allowed scientists to determine
an organism’s evolutionary history more accurately. Taxonomy based on presumed evolutionary
relationships is referred to as phylogeny.
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Usually, traditional taxonomic systems agree with phylogenetic systems when determining where
organisms should be classiﬁed. However, sometimes, striking conﬂicts can arise. For example, birds are
traditionally placed in their own class Aves. However, a wealth of research indicates that birds are actually
living dinosaurs, and are thus technically reptiles.
Check out some more information on this fascinating situation.

Part 1: Dichotomous Keys
A dichotomous key is an identiﬁcation key that consists of a series of choices that ultimately lead to
the identiﬁcation of the object in question. In each step of a dichotomous key, the user has two choices and
must pick the one that most correctly describes the object. Each choice leads to a new set of choices. To
help you understand how a key like this works, consider the following four insects:

After studying the insects, you might classify the insects by wing covering, body shape, and the direction
in which the wings point.
To begin the key, you could start separating the four insects based on wing covering—”wings covered
by exoskeleton” vs. “wings not covered by exoskeleton.”
The ﬁrst step in the key could be organized the following way:
1. wings covered by an exoskeleton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . go to step 2
2. wings not covered by an exoskeleton . . . . . . . . . . go to step 3
Step 2 consists of a pair of statements that distinguishes between the ladybug and the grasshopper.
1. body has a round shape . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ladybug
2. body has an elongated shape. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . grasshopper
Step 3 consists of a pair of statements that distinguishes between the dragonﬂy and the houseﬂy.
1. wings point out from the side of the body . . . . . . dragonﬂy
2. wings point to the posterior of the body. . . . . . . . houseﬂy
Notice that there were four organisms to be identiﬁed and it only took three steps to identify them. After
making a key, you should end up with one less step than the total number of organisms you are trying to
identify.
When constructing a key, keep the following in mind:
Use constant characteristics rather than variable ones.
Use measurements rather than terms like “large” and “small.”
Use characteristics that are generally available to the user of the key rather than seasonal
characteristics or those seen only in the ﬁeld.
Make the choice a positive one—something “is” instead of “is not.”
If possible, start both choices of a pair with the same word.
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If possible, start different pairs of choices with different words.
When using a key, keep the following in mind:
Always read both choices, even if the ﬁrst seems to be the logical one.
Be sure you understand the meaning of the terms involved. Do Not Guess.
When measurements are given, use a calibrated scale. Do Not Guess.
Since living things are always somewhat variable, do not base your conclusion on a single
observation. Study several specimens to be sure your specimen is typical.
If the choice is not clear, for whatever reason, try both divisions. If you end up with two possible
answers, read descriptions of the two choices to help you decide.
Having arrived at an answer in a key, do not accept this as absolutely reliable. Check a description
of the organism to see if it agrees with the unknown specimen. If not, there is an error somewhere,
either in the key or in its use. The ultimate check of identiﬁcations is a comparison of the unknown with
an authentically named “Type Specimen.”

Procedure
1. Examine the 6 specimens at your table and use them to construct your own dichotomous key here:
2. Use someone else’s key to identify 2 specimens. List your path to identiﬁcation here (letters are ﬁne):
1. Specimen 1
2. Specimen 2

Part 2: Cladistics
A new system of phylogenetic classiﬁcation , called cladistics, is currently in practice today. A cladogram is
a hypothesis about the evolutionary relationships between the organisms depicted on the tree. In this way,
a cladogram illustrates the lines of descent for these organisms. A cladogram proposes an answer to the
question “Which groups of organisms share a common ancestry?”
Take a look at these two identical, generic cladograms. The capital letters
indicate the terminal organisms represented in the tree. The numbers
indicate characters present in organisms beyond that point. And the
nodes (indicated by the lowercase letters and the dots) represent the
common ancestors of the terminal organisms. Even though they look
different, if you examine them closely, these two cladograms
are depicting the same relationships between critters A, B and C.
In this example you see that A is more closely related to B than C based
on the shared derived characteristic 1. Note that at each branch a derived characteristic is indicated that
separates the left branch from the right branch of the evolutionary tree.
Now examine the cladogram at the bottom of this page illustrating the evolutionary relationships between
a hagﬁsh, shark, bony ﬁsh, frog, rat, bird, and lizard.

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name each organism on the cladogram.
Place a dot at every point that represents a common ancestor.
Indicate one shared derived characteristic that distinguishes each branch.
Who is more closely related: the shark and bony ﬁsh, or the bony ﬁsh and frog?
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Part 3: Making Caminalcule Cladograms
Caminalcules were created by the evolutionary biologist Joseph Caminal and were originally
called Caminalcules. The 29 living species and 48 fossils were published by Robert R. Sokal (1983a) in the
journal Systematic Zoology. They were used to conduct detailed research on evolutionary classiﬁcation.

Lab Question
1. As an example, list the similarities and differences among the following individuals.

Warmup
1. Draw the simplest possible evolutionary tree that contains these 4 living critters and these 3
fossil critters.
2. Include at least one trait that distinguishes each living critter.
3. Use each fossil as an ancestor.
4. Remember—cladograms are hypotheses that must be tested. Your hypothesis might be different from
someone else’s!

The Caminalcules
Using the provided sheet of paper with illustrated Caminalcules, cut out each individual using a pair of
scissors. Next, working in groups of 2 or 3, categorize individuals into subgroupings based on shared
morphological features that distinguish them from other subgroupings (known as a derived feature). Once
you have categorized the species into four or ﬁve major groups, paste the animals onto a piece of paper and
indicate branches delineated by a shared derived feature. The instructor will illustrate an example of a
completed cladogram.
Remember! Cladograms are hypotheses that must be tested! Your hypothesis might be different from
someone else’s. Be prepared to defend your decision (with evidence) to someone whose hypothesis is
different.
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DOUBLE HELIX MOVIE NIGHT
DOUBLE HELIX MOVIE NIGHT
Read the introduction and the “Right Timing” pages of The structure of DNA: Cooperation and Competition.
After reading this, you’ll need to watch the movie Double Helix and respond to the following questions.
Watch this video online: https://youtu.be/1vm3od_UmFg
1. Describe how the following folk contributed to our current understanding of DNA structure:
1. Linus Pauling
2. Erwin Chargaff
3. Rosalind Franklin and Maurice Wilkins
4. James Watson and Francis Crick
5. At least one other person
2. List some pieces of information that were critical to the process that led Watson and Crick to
their momentous insight.
3. Rosalind Franklin died in 1958 from ovarian cancer. The Nobel Prize is never awarded posthumously (to
people who have already died). In addition, a Nobel Prize is only awarded to a maximum of 3 people at
one time. Imagine Franklin had NOT died. Who do you think would have gotten the award in 1962?
Why?
4. What did you think of this movie?
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OPTIONAL LAB ACTIVITIES
LAB SAFETY
Read over and sign the Laboratory Safety Contract. This document goes over essential practices for lab
safety.
Licensing & Attributions
CC licensed content, Original
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METRIC SYSTEM CONVERSIONS
Lab Objectives
At the conclusion of the lab, the student should be able to:
describe the advantages of the metric system
convert units from base units of length, mass and volume
make predictions about the best units to use for various examples (for example, to measure a cell’s
length would the student use meters or micrometers?)
record the measurement (either length, weight, or volume) of an item

Things you should be able to explain to someone else after this lab:
Celcius
Volume
Mass
Meter
Gram
Length
Area
Temperature
Liter

Slideshow
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Metric System from Lumen Learning

Introduction
Measurements in science use metric units. The metric system was developed in France in 1791 so that
scientists had a common unit for research comparisons. In 1960 the metric system became the basis for the
International System of Units (SI units). The basic units of these measurements for the metric system are
listed in the chart below.
Unit

Metric Measure

Abbreviation

Length

Meter

m

Volume

Liter

L

Mass

Gram

g

Temperature

Celcius

ºC

Larger or smaller units are created by adding preﬁxes to the terms above. The metric system is based on
units of 10, so conversions from one unit to another are relatively easy and can be completed by moving a
decimal point either adding or subtracting zeros.
Preﬁx

Symbol

Multiplier

Notation

pico

p

0.000000000001

10−12

nano

n

0.000000001

10−9

micro

µ

0.000001

10−6

milli

m

0.001

10−3

centi

c

0.01

10−2

deci

d

0.1

10−1

Base unit

g, m, or L

1

100

deka

da

10

101

hecto

h

100

102

kilo

k

1000

103

mega

M

1000000

106

giga

G

1000000000

109

tera

T

1000000000000

1012

The chart on the previous page had some common metric preﬁxes from smallest to largest. Remember that
the base unit, like a gram or a meter, is the same as 100 or 1.
Now it’s time to practice!
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Make the following metric conversions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1 meter = __________ centimeters = __________ millimeters
56.2 millimeters = __________ meters = __________ centimeters
13 kilometers = __________ meters = __________ decimeters
16 ml = __________ µl 2. 7 g = __________ mg
9 µl = __________ L 4. 2.3 µl = __________ mL
32 mm = __________ nm 6. 19 m = __________ km
28 m = __________ km 8. 400 ml = __________ L
2 kg = __________ mg 10. 82 cm = __________ km

Part 1: Length and Area
Length is measured with a metric ruler, a meter stick, or a measuring tape. The basic unit of length is
meters. Examine intervals marked on the metric rulers. You should see centimeter and millimeter divisions.
Use a ruler to make the following measurements making sure to include units.
1. Length of the book __________.
2. Width of the book __________.
3. Area of the book __________.
(Area = length × width)
4. Diameter of a penny __________.
5. Measurement of object of your choice __________.

Lab Question
What are some potential sources of error in your measurements?

Part 2: Volume
Volume is the space occupied by an object. Units of volume are cubed (i.e. three dimensional) units of
length. The liter (L) is the basic metric unit of volume.
1. Measure and pour 50 mL water into a 100 mL graduated cylinder. Notice how the water is curved. This
is called the meniscus and is due to surface tension and adhesion of water molecules to the sides of
the cylinder. When measuring liquids in a cylinder always get eye level with the meniscus and read the
volume at the lowest level of the curve.
2. Fill a glass test tube with water. Use your graduated cylinders to measure the volume of the test tube in
milliliters: __________.
3. Convert this volume to liters: __________.

Lab Question
What are some potential sources of error in your measurements?

Part 3: Micropipetting
Micropipettes are used to measure the volume of extremely small amounts of liquids. They are commonly
used by researchers, hospital lab technicians, and by scientists in the food and drug industries.
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Micropipettes measure microliters (μl).
1. How many microliters are there in a milliliter?
2. How many milliliters are in a liter?
3. Therefore, there are __________ microliters are in a liter.
Micropipettors come in many sizes. For example, a p200 micropippettor can pipette up to 200 μl while a
p1000 can pipette up to 1000 μl, or 1 ml, of liquid. Observe the micropettors available. Note that they are
adjustable.
Practice micropipetting by following the instructions below. Your instructor will also demonstrate how to use
the Pipetman.
Using a p20 Pipetman:
1. Set the micropipette for 15 μl by turning the dial.
2. Put a tip on the micropipette by ﬁrmly pressing the micropipette down into one of the tips and then
twisting slightly. Usually the tips need to remain sterile, so tips are never to be picked up and put on the
micropipette.
3. Hold the micropipette in the palm of your hand with your thumb on the white, round knob.
4. Push the knob down to the “ﬁrst stop.” (You will notice that you can push down farther but it is much
more difﬁcult. This is the “second stop.”)
5. While holding the white knob down, put the tip of the micropipette into the sample and slowly release
the knob. You will see the sample come up into the tip.
6. To dispense the sample, move the micropipette tip to a piece of paraﬁlm and push the knob to the ﬁrst
stop and then to the second stop to expel the remaining liquid. Almost all of the sample should be
released onto the paraﬁlm. Note how small the 15 μl volume is!
7. You can now expel the tip into the waste by pressing the smaller white button. This is similar to the eject
button on a hand-held mixer.

Lab Question
What are some potential sources of error in your measurements?

Part 4: Mass
The gram is the basic metric unit of mass. Use the electronic balance to measure the following items. Make
sure that ﬁrst you tare (set to zero) the balance. If you have a weigh boat, you must tare the balance with the
weigh boat in place.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rock __________
Penny __________
Paperclip __________
Convert your paperclip mass to mg __________

Lab Question
What are some potential sources of error in your measurements?

Part 5: Temperature
Scientists measure temperature in degrees Celsius (C). Here are some typical temperatures:
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25ºC room temperature
37ºC human body temperature
75ºC hot coffee
Measure the following temperatures with the thermometers provided and feel with your ﬁngers so that you
have an idea of what that temperature feels like!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Room temperature __________
Hot bath __________
Inside refrigerator __________
Inside freezer __________

Lab Question
What are some potential sources of error in your measurements?
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MICROSCOPE
Lab Objectives
At the conclusion of the lab, the student should be able to:
identify when a stereomicroscope (dissecting microscope) versus a compound light microscope
would be used in the lab
describe the major differences between light microscopes and electron microscopes
describe the proper way to carry a microscope
identify the parts of a compound light microscope
describe the steps to viewing a slide on a compound light microscope
determine the total magniﬁcation of an object being viewed by a compound light microscope if given
the ocular lens and
objective lens magniﬁcations
explain why the microscope’s ﬁeld of view decreases as you increase the magniﬁcation

Things you should be able to explain to someone else after this lab:
Compound
Total magniﬁcation
Binocular
Field of view
Depth of focus
Inversion phenomenon

Slideshow
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Microscope Biology I Lab from Lumen Learning
Note
The light microscopes used in this course are sensitive and expensive instruments that are handled by
many students throughout the semester. This lab will teach you the information and skills you need to use
and care for the microscopes properly.

Background
Many organisms (bacteria) and parts of organisms (cells) that biologists study are too small to be seen with
the human eye. We use microscopes to enlarge specimens for our investigation. The word microscope
means “to see small” and the ﬁrst primitive microscope was created in 1595.
There are several types of microscopes but you will be mostly using a compound light microscope. This
type of microscope uses visible light focused through two lenses, the ocular and the objective, to view a
small specimen. Only cells that are thin enough for light to pass through will be visible with a light
microscope in a two dimensional image.
Another microscope that you will use in lab is a stereoscopic or a dissecting microscope. This type of
microscope uses visible light view thicker, larger specimens, such as an insect, in 3D. Since you are viewing
larger samples, the magniﬁcation range of the dissecting microscope is lower than the compound light
microscope.
Your instructor will review the parts and functions of the compound light microscopes that we will be using
throughout the semester. Fill in the table on the next page to help you remember this important information.
You will likely refer back to this page frequently. Here is a picture of a light microscope for you to label and
take notes on.
Part of Microscope

Function

Oculars (eyepieces)
Arm
Revolving Nosepiece
Stage
Objectives
Slide clips
Stage control knob
Condenser
Iris diaphragm
Substage lamp (Illuminator)
Coarse adjustment
Fine adjustment
Base
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Rules and Instructions for using the Compound Light
Microscopes
Your instructor will discuss the use of the microscope with your class. The proper steps to follow for correct
focusing will be reviewed. You are to follow the step-by-step sequence as your instructor indicates. Even if
you are familiar with this type of microscope, you are still expected to move through the focusing review with
the rest of the class.
1. Important general rules:
1. Always carry the microscope with 2 hands—place one hand on the microscope arm and the other
hand under the microscope base.
2. Do not touch the objective lenses (i.e. the tips of the objectives).
3. Keep the objectives in the scan position and keep the stage low when adding or removing slides.
4. Always look at the microscope from the side when you are making large changes in the height of
the stage.
5. The objective lenses are to be cleaned only with special lens paper and lens-cleaning ﬂuid.
6. Do NOT play handyperson—no microscope is to be disassembled. Report malfunctions to your
instructor.
2. To obtain a microscope from laboratory cabinet:
1. First clear area on table for microscope—avoid a crowded working area.
2. The microscopes are numbered according to where you are sitting. Find the number under your
bench and use the corresponding microscope.
3. Carry the microscope with TWO hands.
4. Secure the electrical cord—don’t let it hang off the table!
3. When returning the microscope to the laboratory cabinet:
1. Lower the stage.
2. Rotate the scan objective into position over the stage.
3. Remove your slide from the stage.
4. Clean the slide and objective using the special lens-cleaning ﬂuid and paper provided.
5. Center the stage so that it does not project too far to either side.
6. Secure the cord by wrapping it under the stage of the microscope..
7. Replace the dust cover.
8. Carry the microscope with TWO hands.
9. Return the microscope to the same cubby from which you obtained it making sure to put it in arm
out.
4. To focus the microscope:
Look at the microscope from the side:
1. Lower the stage as far as it will go.
1. Rotate the objectives so that the scan objective is pointing down at the stage.
2. Adjust the stage so that the aperture (the opening in the middle of the stage) is centered.
3. Place your slide on the stage, using the stage clamp to secure it. The stage clamp moves only
within the horizontal plane of the stage, and it secures the slide by just barely touching the
bottom right corner of the slide.
4. Center the specimen on your slide under the objective by moving the stage.
5. Move the stage up almost as far as it will go, being careful not to let the slide touch the
objective lens—look from the side so that you can see how high to raise the stage.
2. Look through the oculars:
1. Use the coarse adjustment knob to move the stage downward until your specimen comes into
focus, then sharpen the focus.
2. Center the specimen in microscope ﬁeld by moving the stage.
3. Look at microscope from the side:
1. Slowly rotate the low power (10X) objective into position.
4. Look through the oculars:
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1. Sharpen the focus, if necessary, with the coarse adjustment knob. Only a minimal amount of
adjustment is usually necessary.
2. Center the specimen in ﬁeld, if necessary.
5. Look at the microscope from the side:
1. Rotate the high power objective into place very carefully!
6. Look through the oculars:
1. Using the ﬁne adjustment knob only, sharpen focus. Re-center if necessary. (If your specimen
has “disappeared”, immediately return to low power and re-center the specimen.)
2. When removing a slide, always return the objectives to the scan position and lower the stage
before lifting the slide off!

Part 1: Total Magni cation
Magniﬁcation is the ratio of the image size with the microscope to the actual size of the object. When you
say that the magniﬁcation is 10, the image you see using the microscope is ten times bigger than viewing
the specimen with the naked eye. Remember with a compound light microscope you are magnifying with
two lenses, so to calculate the total magniﬁcation you multiple the objective magniﬁcation by the ocular
magniﬁcation. View the microscope and use the chart below to calculate total magniﬁcation for each lens:
Objective Lens

Ocular Lens

= Total Magniﬁcation

Scan Objective
Low Objective
High Objective

Part 2: Inversion Phenomenon
Obtain a letter “e” slide available in the classroom. View the slide with your eyes, and then place it onto the
microscope. Use the focusing sequence to view the slide under low power.

Procedure
1. Draw the letter “e” as it appears when you look at the slide without the microscope.
2. Draw the letter “e” as it appears when you look at the slide under the microscope.
3. Move your slide to the right using the mechanical stage lever while looking through the oculars. Which
way does the “e” move?
4. Move your slide away from you using the mechanical stage lever while looking through the oculars.
Which way does the “e” move?
State the inversion phenomenon in your own words.

Part 3: Field of View
The ﬁeld of view is the amount of the specimen you see when you look through the objectives. The ﬁeld of
view decreases at higher magniﬁcations.

Procedure
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Place a blue plastic ruler across the stage aperture so that the edge of the ruler is visible as a vertical line
along the ﬁeld diameter. Estimate the ﬁeld size in millimeters for each of the objective lenses.
Scan __________

Low (10X) __________

High (40X) __________

Part 4: Depth of Focus
The depth of focus is the thickness of the specimen that remains in focus at a given magniﬁcation. Depth of
focus decreases at higher magniﬁcations.

Procedure
Obtain a colored threads slide, and view it under scan or low power. Then, determine which color thread is:
On the top
In the middle
On the bottom
Hint: using the instructions for focusing, focus on the area where the three threads cross. Use the ﬁne focus
to discern the order of the threads.

Part 5: Making a Wet Mount
Throughout the semester, you will be expected to successfully make a number of simple slide preparations
called “wet mounts.” The specimen to be observed is placed on a clean slide, a drop or two of water added,
and a cover slip carefully placed over the water and specimen. Your instructor will demonstrate this
technique.
Make a wet mount of pond water following the procedure below:
1. Place a drop of pond water on a clean glass slide using the plastic disposable pipette.
2. Cover the pond water on the slide with a coverslip. Try to place the coverslip on at an angle to avid air
bubbles.
3. Wipe off any excess liquid on your slide.
4. Place the slide on the microscope to observe the specimen.
1. Start on the scan objective
2. Carefully switch to the low and high objectives as necessary.
Hopefully you will see some live organisms in your pond water. If you view green material, it is probably
some sort of plant. Look to see if there is anything moving. In the space below, describe what you are
observe under the microscope and draw a simple picture.

Part 6: Stereoscopic Dissecting Microscope
Your instructor will demonstrate proper use of the dissecting scope. These microscopes generally give a
lower magniﬁcation than the compound microscope you are using.

Procedure
View the specimens available at the lab table using the dissecting microscope. Notice that the microscope
has two light sources, one from the base and one from above. The specimens are not always mounted on a
slide. Also note that when you view objects under the dissecting microscope they are three-dimensional.
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Lab Questions
1. List two ways that a stereoscopic dissecting microscope differs from a compound microscope.
2. Which microscope, the compound light or the dissecting microscope, has a lower magniﬁcation?

Cleaning and Caring for the Microscope
1. Describe how and with what you are to clean the lens of the microscope.
2. List four things that you are to do when you are ﬁnished using the microscope at the end of lab.
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The report should be typed and single spaced. See grading rubric at the end of this page for clarity on
formatting.

Requirements
Title Page
Should include Title (brief, concise, yet descriptive), your name, lab instructor’s name, and lab section (such
as L14 or L24, etc.).
Note: this is a separate sheet

Body of Report
Identify the different sections of the body of the report with headings.
Introduction
The report should begin with a brief paragraph (complete sentences) that includes a statement of
the problem and your hypothesis (remember your hypothesis should be written as a testable
statement).
Statement of the problem
What question are you trying to answer?
Include any preliminary observations or background information about the subject (in this case the
Alka-Seltzer tablet) such as what the tablet is used for, directions on packaging, personal
experience you may have, etc. Be sure to cite any sources.
Hypothesis
Write a possible explanation/prediction for the problem/question you are asking.
Make sure this possible explanation/prediction is a complete sentence and not a question.
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Make sure the statement is testable. In other words, can you perform an experiment that will either
support or refute your prediction. If you cannot not think of a way to test your prediction, then it is
not testable.
Materials
Make a list (this does not need to be in paragraph form) of all items used in the experiment and
their quantities. Of the materials used, identify which are dependent and independent variables,
constants (standardized variable) and control group (you will lose points if you do not
identify all dependent and independent variables, constants and controls).
Procedure
Write at least one paragraph (complete sentences) which explains what you did in the experiment.
Your procedure should be written so that anyone else could repeat the experiment. For instance, if
you used hot water, how did you make the water hot and what temperature was it; if you chose salt
water, what was the concentration of the salt water, etc. That means that even some of the most
obvious steps need to be stated so there is no uncertainty.
When designing the procedure, be sure to include replicating the experiment (trials) to
ensure data is reproducible and valid.
Results
Write at least a paragraph (complete sentences) describing the results and observations of your
experiment. Here you will compare results for control groups and experimental groups and not
simply list the numbers.
This section also includes both a data table and graph to illustrate the results of you experiment.
Be sure to include calculated averages of trials.
All tables, graphs and charts should be labeled appropriately (a title, labels for x & y axis, legend
etc.) so the reader will be able to understand the information presented.
Conclusions
Write at least a paragraph restating your hypothesis and whether you accept or reject your
hypothesis
In this section, explain why you accepted or rejected your hypothesis using data from the
experiment. Include a brief summary of the data—averages, highest, lowest, etc., to help the
reader understand your results and why you have come to particular conclusions.
Discuss your thoughts about the possible reasons for your results (for example, if you chose salt
water as a variable, give a possible reason why salt water, in particular, may have generated your
results).
Discuss possible errors that could have occurred in the collection of the data (experimental errors)
and describe how these errors may have impacted the data.

Sample Report
This is a good lab report written for a different (and more complex experiment). You can use it as a model if
you want.

Lab Report Grading Rubric

Title Page

Excellent—2 points

Satisfactory—1 point

Unsatisfactory—o
points

Contains title, student name,
instructor name and section

Missing either instructor name
or section

No title page

Total points possible: 30
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Excellent—2 points

Unsatisfactory—o
points

Satisfactory—1 point

Formatting:
Typed, but not single spaced; or
typed,
Typed and single spaced; complete
incomplete sentences; or
Not typed
spacing,
sentences and no misspellings
misspellings
grammar
Formatting: Each section has a heading as
headings
described in template

Some sections lack headings or
No headings
labeled incorrectly

Hypothesis

Predictions are clearly stated and
written as a testable statement

Predictions/expected outcomes
are not clearly stated

Not written as a
testable statement

Materials

All equipment and materials
described; identify variables,
controls and constants

Materials incompletely
described; incorrect
identiﬁcation of variables

No identiﬁcation of
variables, controls
and constants

Procedure

Clear step-by step description

Description missing details
making it difﬁcult for another
scientist to repeat experiment

Description missing
so much detail it
would be impossible
to repeat

Trials

Multiple trials performed

Only 2 trials performed

No trials performed

Results

Clearly written description of
results comparing controls and
experimental

Results are presented but no
comparison between controls
and experimental are made

No written
description of
results

Data
tables,
graphs or
charts

Easy to interpret, clear labels, all
data, including calculated
averages, included

Disorganized (not easy to
understand, missing labels) but
all data included

Disorganized and or
data clearly missing

Accepts or rejects hypothesis
but does not use data to explain
why; or does not identify
sources of error

Does not explain
conclusion and
does not identify
sources of error

Clearly explains acceptance or
rejection of hypothesis using data
Conclusion
to support conclusion; identiﬁes
sources of error

Total points possible: 30
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CELLS
Lab Objectives
At the conclusion of the lab, the student should be able to:
describe the primary difference between prokaryotic cells and eukaryotic cells
identify whether an animal cell is a prokaryotic cell or a eukaryotic cell
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identify whether a plant cell is a prokaryotic cell or a eukaryotic cell
identify whether a bacterial cell is a prokaryotic cell or a eukaryotic cell
identify structures present in bacterial cells on a model or picture (use both your lab manual and your
textbook as a reference)
list which of the 3 domains (Bacteria, Archaea or Eukarya) have prokaryotic organisms
identify the structures present in either plant or animal cells on a model or picture
list structures that are present in plant, but not animal cells
list the structure that are present in animal, but not plant cells
list two features or cellular components that all cells have in common

Slideshows
Cells Lab from Lumen Learning

Introduction
Cells are the fundamental unit of life. All living things are composed of cells. While there are several
characteristics that are common to all cells, such as the presence of a cell membrane, cytoplasm, DNA and
ribosomes, not all cells are the same.
Prokaryotic cells lack a nucleus and membrane-bound organelles. Eukaryotic cells are compartmentalized
by membrane-bound organelles with specialized functions. In eukaryotes, DNA is located within the nucleus;
whereas, prokaryotes lack a nucleus.
In some stained preparations the nucleus may contain one or more darker-stained bodies, the nucleoli
(singular-nucleolus). Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) is transcribed within the nucleolus. The nucleus also contains a
number of structures called chromosomes, which are composed of DNA and proteins. Chromosomes can be
seen only after special staining procedures applied to dividing cells. When cells are not dividing,
chromosomes are seen as chromatin. An exception is one inactivated and condensed chromosome in
female mammals. This chromosome, which may be visible as a dark spot in the nucleus, is called a Barr
body.
The nucleus in living cells is sometimes indistinguishable from the cytoplasm unless the cell is stained.
When stained, the nucleus appears darker than the surrounding cytoplasm.
The cytoplasm is the region of the cell outside the nucleus. It contains ﬂuid, ribosomes, the cytoskeleton,
and, in eukaryotes, other membrane-bound organelles.
The minute “power-plants” in the cytoplasm of cells are called mitochondria. These organelles are roughly
the size of many bacteria and can only be seen at higher magniﬁcations in specially prepared slides.
Plastids are organelles found in plants and algae. Some organic compounds are produced and stored in
plastids. The green pigment, chlorophyll, is located in special photosynthetic plastids called chloroplasts.
Other kinds of plastids include chromoplasts, which contain pigments other than chlorophyll, and
amyloplasts which store starch.
The central sap vacuole often occupies a large space within the cytoplasm of plant cells, but may be small
or absent in other types of cells. Often, other organelles found in plant cells are located adjacent to the
plasma membrane because the central vacuole takes up so much space within the cell. Under healthy
conditions for plant cells, the central vacuole is large and produces turgor pressure against the cell wall,
which is located outside the cell membrane. The cell wall keeps plant cells from bursting. Some other cells
also have cell walls, but they are generally made of different materials. Plant cell walls are made of cellulose,
while bacteria have cell walls made of peptidoglycan and fungi have cell walls made of chitin. Archaea and
algae also have cell walls made of various compounds.
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Part 1: Animal Cells
Animals are a group of eukaryotic, multicellular, heterotrophic organisms that ingest organic matter for
sustenance. Many animals have cells that differentiate into specialized tissues including epithelial,
connective, muscle, and nervous tissue.

Star sh egg cell
Because of the quantity of stored food, animal egg cells are among the largest known single cells.

Materials
prepared slide of unfertilized starﬁsh egg
compound microscope

Procedure
1. Examine your slide of the starﬁsh eggs and select a perfectly spherical cell to study. Move the slide so
that the cell will be near the center of the ﬁeld and turn to high power. Regulate the light for good
contrast and focus carefully. Note the central spherical structure, the nucleus, and the surrounding
cytoplasm. The cytoplasm is bounded by the cell membrane, which is very thin and pliable. Also note
that the spherical nucleus is bounded by a well-deﬁned nuclear envelope. Within the nucleus is the
granular appearing chromatin and the nucleolus, a distinct, deeply stained, rounded body.
2. Draw a starﬁsh egg with a diameter of approximately 2 cm. Label the cell membrane, chromatin,
nucleolus, nuclear envelope, nucleus, and cytoplasm.

Cheek Epithelial Cells
Cells that cover a surface, whether outside the body or inside the body are called epithelial cells. Epithelial
cells from inside your mouth are easily collected and examined under the microscope.

Materials
slide
cover slip
toothpick
dropping pipette
methylene blue stain
metric ruler
compound microscope

Procedure
1. With a toothpick, gently scrape the inside lining of your cheek. Place the material collected into a drop of
water on a slide. Add one drop of methylene blue stain and mix the two solutions. Add a cover slip and
observe with the microscope. Use both low and high power.
2. Find the cell membrane, nucleus, nuclear envelope, and cytoplasm.
3. Draw three representative cells, each about 2 cm in diameter. Label one cell with structures listed
above.
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4. What purpose do epithelial cells serve?

Part 2: Plant Cells
There are two fundamental cell types:
Parenchyma: These cells have thin walls, allowing free transfer of materials between membranes of
adjacent cells. Major functions include formation of boundary layers (epidermis), chemical synthesis
(chlorenchyma), and food storage.
Sclerenchyma: These cells are thick-walled and non living at maturity. Among sclerenchyma cells are
those that produce hard parts such as nut shells (stone cells), those that provide strength for stems
(ﬁbers), and those that transport water and dissolved minerals up the plant stem (vessel elements).

Parenchyma: Onion Epidermis
The onion bulb is made up of specialized leaves or scales. Each leaf is covered by a single layer of
epidermal cells.

Materials
onion bulb
slide
cover slip
compound microscope
Iodine solution

Procedure
1. Peel a small portion of the delicate epidermis covering the inner surface of an onion scale and place it
on a slide. Make a wet mount by covering the piece of epidermis with Iodine solution and a cover slip.
Reduce the amount of light passing through the preparation.
2. Draw several cells. Make the individual cells 20 mm wide. Label the structures in one cell: nucleus,
nucleoli, nuclear envelope, cytoplasm, and cell wall.
3. How many nucleoli are present in each nucleus?

Synthetic Parenchyma: Chlorenchyma of Elodea
Elodea is a water plant that grows abundantly in ponds around Spokane. The cells are favorable objects for
the study of cell structure and an example of cells synthesizing food.

Materials
Elodea
slide
cover slip
dropping pipette
compound microscope
metric ruler

Procedure
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1. Place a leaf from an Elodea on a slide with a drop of water and cover with a cover slip. Under low power
move the slide about and observe the cells present. Change to high power and with the ﬁne adjustment,
focus at various depths of the leaf.
2. Distinguish the following parts of the cell: cell wall, cytoplasm, and chloroplasts. A center portion of the
cell within the cytoplasm appears clear. This area contains water and materials in solution and is called
the central sap vacuole or water vacuole. The membrane around this structure is too narrow to be
distinguishable with the light microscope. The cell or plasma membrane is present but is not visible
because it is thin and in direct contact with the cell wall. A nucleus is present but difﬁcult to see because
this preparation is not stained and the chlorophyll masks other structures in the cell.
3. Draw one Elodea cell. Make your drawing 75 mm in its longest dimension. Label the cell parts you can
distinguish.
4. The movement of the cytoplasm is detected by the movement of the chloroplasts which are suspended
in cytoplasm. The chloroplasts are carried along in the cytoplasm as if in a current. This movement is
known as cyclosis or cytoplasmic streaming. With arrows, indicate the directions of streaming (cyclosis)
on the drawing above.

Part 3: Prokaryotic Cells
Prokaryotic cells belonging to the archaea and bacteria generally lack membrane-bound organelles.

Bacteria
Materials
prepared Gram stain slides
lens paper
compound microscope

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

Using the compound microscope, getting the stained bacteria cells in focus at high power.
Draw a few of the bacteria cells.
Do you see any details in the cytoplasm of individual bacteria cells?
What is the difference in size between the prokaryotic cells and the eukaryotic cells? Which ones in
general are bigger and which ones are smaller?

Summary
Which structures are found in the following cells?

Cell

Nucleus Cytoplasm

Central Sap
Vacuole

Plastids

Cell
Membrane

Cell
Wall

Star sh egg
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Cheek
Epithelial

Onion

Elodea

Bacteria

Cell Models
The lab classroom has multiple examples of plant, animal, and bacterial cells. Take some time to view these
models and make sure you can identify and know the function of the following structures:
Nucleus
Nucleolus
Cytoplasm
Plasma membrane
Chloroplast
Central Vacuole
Cell Wall
Flagella
Lysosome
Cytoskeleton
Ribosome
Smooth Endoplasmic Reticulum
Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum
Golgi Bodies
Mitochondria
Vesicle
Nucleoid Region
Pilli
Centriole
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OSMOSIS AND DIFFUSION
Lab Objectives
At the conclusion of the lab, the student should be able to:
deﬁne the following terms: diffusion, osmosis, equilibrium, tonicity, turgor pressure, plasmolysis
describe what drives simple diffusion (why do the molecules move?)
list the factors that may affect the speed of simple diffusion
list which molecules, in general, can freely diffuse across the plasma membrane of a cell
describe what drives osmosis (why do water molecules move?)
explain why water moves out of a cell when the cell is placed in a hypertonic solution
explain why water moves into a cell when the cell is placed in a hypotonic solution
describe what physically happens to a cell if water leaves the cell
describe what physically happens to a cell if water enters the cell

Slideshow
Membrane lab from Lumen Learning

Introduction
Understanding the concepts of diffusion and osmosis is critical for conceptualizing how substances move
across cell membranes. Diffusion can occur across a semipermeable membrane; however diffusion also
occurs where no barrier (or membrane) is present. A number of factors can affect the rate of diffusion,
including temperature, molecular weight, concentration gradient, electrical charge, and distance. Water can
also move by the same mechanism. This diffusion of water is called osmosis.
In this lab you will explore the processes of diffusion and osmosis. We will examine the effects of movement
across membranes in dialysis tubing, by deﬁnition, a semi-permeable membrane made of cellulose. We will
also examine these principles in living plant cells.

Part 1. Di usion Across a Semi-Permeable Membrane: Dialysis
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Cut a piece of dialysis tubing, approximately 10 cm.
Soak the dialysis tubing for about 5 minutes prior to using.
Tie off one end of the tubing with dental ﬂoss.
Use a pipette and ﬁll the bag with a 1% starch solution leaving enough room to tie the other end of the
tubing.
Tie the other end of the tubing closed with dental ﬂoss.
Fill a 250 mL beaker with distilled water.
Add Lugol’s iodine to the distilled water in the beaker until the water is a uniform pale yellow color.
Place the dialysis tubing bag in the beaker.
The molecular formula for Lugol’s solution is I2KI (atomic mass = 127). Starch consists of long chains of
glucose (atomic mass of each glucose = 180). Iodine turns a deep blue in the presence of
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starch. Formulate a hypothesis for each of the following. Remember to provide a reasonable
explanation for your predictions.
1. The movement of starch
2. The movement of iodine
3. The color of the solution in the bag after 30 minutes
4. The color of the solution in the beaker after 30 minutes
10. Add the dialysis bag to the beaker and allow the experiment to run for 30 minutes. Record the colors
of both the dialysis bag and the beaker.
Table 1: Dialysis Tubing Data
Dialysis tubing contents

Beaker contents

1 % Starch solution

Dilute iodine water

Pre-experimental color
Pre-experimental contents
Post-experimental color

Lab Questions
1. Is there evidence of the diffusion of starch molecules? If so, in which direction did starch molecules
diffuse?
2. Is there evidence of the diffusion of iodine molecules? If so, in which direction did iodine molecules
diffuse.
3. What can you say about the permeability of the dialysis membrane? (What particles could move through
and what particles could not?)
4. What is the difference between a semi-permeable and a selectively permeable membrane

Part 2. Plasmolysis—Observing Osmosis in a Living System,
Elodea
If a plant cell is immersed in a solution that has a higher solute concentration than that of the cell, water will
leave/enter (circle one) the cell. The loss of water from the cell will cause the cell to lose the pressure
exerted by the ﬂuid in the plant cell’s vacuole, which is called turgor pressure. Macroscopically, you can see
the effects of loss of turgor in wilted houseplants or limp lettuce. Microscopically, increased loss of water and
loss of turgor become visible as a withdrawal of the protoplast from the cell wall (plasmolysis) and as a
decrease in the size of the vacuole (Figure 1).

Procedure
1. Obtain a leaf from the tip of an Elodea Place it in a drop of water on a slide, cover it with a coverslip,
and examine the material ﬁrst at scanning, then low power objective and then at high power objective.
2. Locate a region of health. Note the location of the chloroplasts. Sketch a few cells. For the next step,
DO NOT move the slide.
3. While touching one corner of the coverslip with a piece of Kimwipe to draw off the water, add a drop of
40% salt solution to the opposite corner of the coverslip. Do this simultaneously. Be sure that the salt
solution moves under the coverslip. Wait about 5 minutes, then examine as before. Sketch these cells
next to your sketch of cells in step two, note the location of the chloroplasts. Label it 40% salt solution.

Lab Questions
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1. What happened to the cells in the salt solution?
2. Assuming that the cells have not been killed, what should happen if the salt solution were to be replaced
by water?
3. Are plant cells normally hypertonic, hypotonic, or isotonic to their environment? Why?
4. Can plant cells burst? Explain.

Overall Conclusions
1. Review your hypothesis for each experiment. Was your original hypothesis supported or rejected for
each experiment. Explain why or why not. This should be based on the best information collected from
the experiment. Explain how you arrived at this conclusion.
2. If it was incorrect, give the correct answer, again based on the best information collected from the
experiment.

Sources of Error
1. Identify and explain two things that people may have done incorrectly that would have caused them to
get different answers from the rest of the class. Be speciﬁc.
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ENZYMES
Lab Objectives
At the conclusion of the lab, the student should be able to:
deﬁne the following terms: metabolism, reactant, product, substrate, enzyme, denature
describe what the active site of an enzyme is (be sure to include information regarding the
relationship of the active site to the substrate)
describe the speciﬁc action of the enzyme catalase, include the substrate and products of the
reaction
list what organelle catalase can be found in every plant or animal cell
list the factors that can affect the rate of a chemical reaction and enzyme activity
explain why enzymes have an optimal pH and temperature to ensure greatest activity (greatest
functioning) of the enzyme (be sure to consider how virtually all enzymes are proteins and the impact
that temperature and pH may have on protein function)
explain why the same type of chemical reaction performed at different temperatures revealed different
results/enzyme activity
explain why warm temperatures (but not boiling) typically promote enzyme activity but cold
temperature typically
decreases enzyme activity
explain why increasing enzyme concentration promotes enzyme activity
explain why the optimal pH of a particular enzyme promotes its activity
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if given the optimal conditions for a particular enzyme, indicate which experimental conditions using
that particular enzyme would show the greatest and least enzyme activity

Slideshow
Enzymes Lab from Lumen Learning

Introduction
Hydrogen peroxide is a toxic product of many chemical reactions that occur in living things. Although it is
produced in small amounts, living things must detoxify this compound and break down hydrogen peroxide
into water and oxygen, two non-harmful molecules. The organelle responsible for destroying hydrogen
peroxide is the peroxisome using the enzyme catalase. Both plants and animals have peroxisomes with
catalase. The catalase sample for today’s lab will be from a potato.

Enzymes
Enzymes speed the rate of chemical reactions. A catalyst is a chemical involved in, but not consumed in, a
chemical reaction. Enzymes are proteins that catalyze biochemical reactions by lowering the activation
energy necessary to break the chemical bonds in reactants and form new chemical bonds in the products.
Catalysts bring reactants closer together in the appropriate orientation and weaken bonds, increasing the
reaction rate. Without enzymes, chemical reactions would occur too slowly to sustain life.
The functionality of an enzyme is determined by the shape of the enzyme. The area in which bonds of the
reactant(s) are broken is known as the active site. The reactants of enzyme catalyzed reactions are called
substrates. The active site of an enzyme recognizes, conﬁnes, and orients the substrate in a particular
direction.
Enzymes are substrate speciﬁc, meaning that they catalyze only speciﬁc reactions. For example, proteases
(enzymes that break peptide bonds in proteins) will not work on starch (which is broken down by the enzyme
amylase). Notice that both of these enzymes end in the sufﬁx -ase. This sufﬁx indicates that a molecule is an
enzyme.
Environmental factors may affect the ability of enzymes to function. You will design a set of experiments to
examine the effects of temperature, pH, and substrate concentration on the ability of enzymes to catalyze
chemical reactions. In particular, you will be examining the effects of these environmental factors on the
ability of catalase to convert H2O2 into H2O and O2.

The Scienti c Method
As scientists, biologists apply the scientiﬁc method. Science is not simply a list of facts, but is an approach to
understanding the world around us. It is use of the scientiﬁc method that differentiates science from other
ﬁelds of study that attempt to improve our understanding of the world.
The scientiﬁc method is a systematic approach to problem solving. Although some argue that there is not
one single scientiﬁc method, but a variety of methods; each of these approaches, whether explicit or not,
tend to incorporate a few fundamental steps: observing, questioning, hypothesizing, predicting, testing, and
interpreting results of the test. Sometimes the distinction between these steps is not always clear. This is
particularly the case with hypotheses and predictions. But for our purposes, we will differentiate each of
these steps in our applications of the scientiﬁc method.
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You are already familiar with the steps of the scientiﬁc method from previous lab experiences. You will need
to use your scientiﬁc method knowledge in today’s lab in creating hypotheses for each experiment, devising
a protocol to test your hypothesis, and analyzing the results. Within the experimentation process it will be
important to identify the independent variable, the dependent variable, and standardized variables for each
experiment.

Part 1: Observe the E ects of Catalase
Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Obtain two test tubes and label one as A and one as B.
Use your ruler to measure and mark on each test tube 1 cm from the bottom.
Fill each of two test tubes with catalase (from the potato) to the 1 cm mark
Add 10 drops of hydrogen peroxide to the tube marked A.
Add 10 drops of distilled water to the tube marked B.
Wait 60 seconds and measure the height of any bubbling you observe.
1. Bubbling height tube A
2. Bubbling height tube B
What happened when H2O2 was added to the potato in test tube A?
What caused this to happen?
What happened in test tube B?
What was the purpose of the water in tube B?

Part 2: E ects of pH, Temperature, and Substrate Concentration
Observations
From the introduction and your reading, you have some background knowledge on enzyme structure and
function. You also just observed the effects of catalase on the reaction in which hydrogen peroxide breaks
down into water and oxygen.

Questions
From the objectives of this lab, our questions are as follows:
1. How does temperature affect the ability of enzymes to catalyze chemical reactions?
2. How does pH affect the ability of enzymes to catalyze chemical reactions?
3. What is the effect of substrate concentration on the rate of enzyme catalyzed reactions?

Hypotheses
Based on the questions above, come up with some possible hypotheses. These should be general, not
speciﬁc, statements that are possible answers to your questions.
Temperature hypothesis
pH hypothesis
Substrate concentration hypothesis

Test Your Hypotheses
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Based on your hypotheses, design a set of experiments to test your hypotheses. Use your original
experiment to shape your ideas. You have the following materials available:
Test tubes
Catalase (from potato)
Hydrogen peroxide
Distilled water
Hot plate (for boiling water)
Ice
Acidic pH solution
Basic pH solution
Thermometer
Ruler and wax pencil
Write your procedure to test each hypothesis. You should have three procedures, one for each hypothesis.
Make sure your instructor checks your procedures before you continue.
Procedure 1: Temperature
Procedure 2: pH
Procedure 3: Concentration

Results
Record your results—you may want to draw tables. Also record any observations you make. Interpret your
results to draw conclusions.
1. Do your results match your hypothesis for each experiment?
2. Do the results reject or fail to reject your hypothesis and why?
3. What might explain your results? If your results are different from your hypothesis, why might they
differ? If the results matched your predictions, hypothesize some mechanisms behind what you have
observed.

Communicating Your Findings
Scientists generally communicate their research ﬁndings in written reports. Save the things that you have
done above. You will be use them to write a lab report a little later in the course.

Sections of a Lab Report
Title Page: The title describes the focus of the research. The title page should also include the student’s
name, the lab instructor’s name, and the lab section.
Introduction: The introduction provides the reader with background information about the problem and
provides the rationale for conducting the research. The introduction should incorporate and cite outside
sources. You should avoid using websites and encyclopedias for this background information. The
introduction should start with more broad and general statements that frame the research and become
more speciﬁc, clearly stating your hypotheses near the end.
Methods: The methods section describes how the study was designed to test your hypotheses. This
section should provide enough detail for someone to repeat your study. This section explains what you
did. It should not be a bullet list of steps and materials used; nor should it read like a recipe that the
reader is to follow. Typically this section is written in ﬁrst person past tense in paragraph form since you
conducted the experiment.
Results: This section provides a written description of the data in paragraph form. What was the most
reaction? The least reaction? This section should also include numbered graphs or tables with
descriptive titles. The objective is to present the data, not interpret the data. Do not discuss why
something occurred, just state what occurred.
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Discussion: In this section you interpret and critically evaluate your results. Generally, this section
begins by reviewing your hypotheses and whether your data support your hypotheses. In describing
conclusions that can be drawn from your research, it is important to include outside studies that help
clarify your results. You should cite outside resources. What is most important about the research?
What is the take-home message? The discussion section also includes ideas for further research and
talks about potential sources of error. What could you improve if you conducted this experiment a
second time?
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AEROBIC RESPIRATION
Lab Objectives
At the conclusion of the lab, the student should be able to:
deﬁne the following terms: fermentation, anaerobic respiration, germination, aerobic respiration
list the organelle in eukaryotic cells responsible for generating the greatest number of ATP molecules
during aerobic respiration
list 2 examples of fermentation pathways
give the reactants and products for the overall equation of anaerobic fermentation
give the reactants and products for the overall equation of aerobic cellular respiration
explain the fundamental differences between fermentation (anaerobic respiration) and cellular
respiration (aerobic respiration)
explain why we used an increase in carbon dioxide concentrations to indicate cellular respiration took
place

Things you should be able to explain to someone else after this lab:
Aerobic respiration
Anaerobic respiration
Fermentation

Slideshow
Respiration lab Biology I from Lumen Learning

Introduction
All living things require energy. The energy carrying molecule of the cell is ATP, or adenosine tri-phosphate.
ATP is a nucleic acid. ATP releases energy when one of the three phosphates is removed forming the
molecule ADP. Through the process of aerobic respiration, living things break down glucose to create ATP.
The equation for aerobic respiration is shown below. Notice that along with glucose oxygen is a substrate of
aerobic respiration.
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C6H12O6 + 6O2 → 6H2O + 6CO2 + ATP
Aerobic respiration is the most efﬁcient way to create energy in cells but it is not the only option. Anaerobic
respiration is a simpler process that does not require oxygen. However, anaerobic respiration does not
produce as many ATP. Fermentation is one type of anaerobic respiration. Lactic acid fermentation is used
by some bacterial species for ATP production. Alcoholic fermentation is a process that takes place in yeast
cells. You might be familiar with some of the products created through alcoholic fermentation such as beer,
wine, and bread.
Today you will investigate aerobic respiration in insects comparing pill bugs and bean beetles. As animals,
insects undergo aerobic respiration to create the ATP needed for processes such as metabolism,
reproduction, growth, and movement. You will track aerobic respiration using a carbon dioxide sensor.
If aerobic respiration is occurring will there be an increase or a decrease in carbon dioxide concentration?

Procedure
1. Observe the pill bugs and bean beetles available for the experiment. Do they differ in size? Which one is
larger and which one is smaller?
2. Do you think size of the insect will inﬂuence aerobic respiration? With your group, create a hypothesis
about how the size of the insect will affect aerobic respiration as measured through carbon dioxide
concentration. Make sure that your hypothesis is a testable statement.
3. Plug the lab quest computer in using the electrical cord. Turn on the computer.
4. Attach the carbon dioxide sensor to the lab quest. Make sure the switch on the sensor is set to “low.”
5. Make sure that the computer is set to record data for 600 seconds (upper right corner). If you need to
change the time tap on “length” on the computer screen.
6. Obtain 5 bean beetles and place them into your respiration chamber.
7. Insert the carbon dioxide sensor into the opening of the respiration chamber. Make sure it is a tight ﬁt
but do not force it.
8. Wait 2 minutes (to allow the chamber to equilibrate) and click on the green arrow button on the bottom
left corner of the computer screen to begin recording data. The data will continuously record and
automatically stop after 10 minutes.
9. During the data collection, make observations regarding the behavior of the insect. Record any
important observations on the next page.
10. Once data collection is complete, a graph of carbon dioxide concentration verses time will be visible on
the computer screen. The slope of this line indicates the rate of respiration
11. To determine the slope of this line:
1. Click on the analyze menu (top of the screen) and select “curve ﬁt”
2. On the next screen scroll down ﬁt equation and choose “linear.”
3. The equation of the line will be displayed on the screen. Record the m value (slope) in your data
table.
4. Select OK
12. Repeat the experiment two more times with the bean beetles. At the end of each 10 minute trial record
the m value in the data table.
13. Remove the bean beetles from the respiration chamber and put them back in their original container.
14. Repeat steps 6-13 using pill bugs and record your results in the data table and your observations below.
Make sure you conduct three replicate trials with the pill bugs.
15. Once you have completed the experiment please rinse out the respiration chamber, unplug the
equipment and return it to the case.

Results
Record your observations of the bean beetles.
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Record your observations of the pill bugs.
Table 1. Rate of respiration of Bean beetles
Bean beetle

Rate of Respiration

Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Average

Table 2: Rate of respiration of pill bugs
Pill Bugs

Rate of Respiration

Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Average

Conclusions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do your results support your hypothesis? Explain why or why not.
How does the size of the insect impact aerobic respiration?
What evidence do you have that cellular respiration occurred?
Identify one potential source of error in your experiment.
Describe a possible follow up experiment you could conduct based on your ﬁndings.
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MAKING PROTEINS
Lab Objectives
At the conclusion of the lab, the student should be able to:
explain the role of DNA, mRNA, ribosomes, amino acids and tRNA have in protein synthesis
list the name of the enzyme that carries out mRNA transcription
identify the correct bases to insert in a molecule of mRNA being transcribed from a template DNA
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Slideshow
[insert slideshare link]
In this lab you will learn how living cells produce proteins. Protein synthesis requires two distinct processes,
transcription and translation. You will have an opportunity to review both procedures as you “make a
protein.” You will use your textbook and the information in this lab as a reference.

Part 1: Transcription and Translation Review (Note: Part A of this
lab was derived from M. Gatton at the Professional Performing
Arts School in New York, NW. It was modi ed by Carey Schroyer
for South Seattle Community College.)
Introduction
As you know, DNA is a very long, thin molecule made of proteins and nucleotides. The DNA in one
chromosome has 10s of millions of base pairs and hundreds or thousands of genes that code for a variety of
different proteins. However an individual cell will only use a small portion of those genes in its lifetime.
Imagine a mechanic who spends a lifetime ﬁxing nothing but cars, but he or she is required nonetheless to
carry around an entire library of repair manuals for everything from kitchen sinks to washing machines to
light ﬁxtures to computers and so on!
Now consider the location of Eukaryotic DNA. Eukaryotic organisms
protect their DNA by storing it inside the nucleus. However, the protein
making factories (ribosomes) are located in the cytoplasm outside of
the nucleus. How does the cell solve this problem? It must send a
“messenger” that carries a copy of the genetic information from the
nucleus to the ribosomes in the cytoplasm.
Protein synthesis is a two-step process that involves two main events
called transcription and translation.
In transcription, the DNA code is transcribed (copied) into mRNA. Once
the mRNA is produced it moves out of the nucleus into the cytoplasm
where it links up with ribosomes (protein making organelles) and
begins churning out proteins. Before looking at translations let’s take a
closer look at transcription.
Recall that DNA consists of a sugar-phosphate backbone with a
nitrogenous base. There are 4 different bases in DNA abbreviated with
the letters A,T,C, & G. The code contained in DNA derives from these 4 bases. We can think of them as
letters in an alphabet that will spell different words.
In DNA code, a “word” is always 3 letters long and it speciﬁes one of 20 amino acids. However, DNA is not
directly involved in the translation process, instead mRNA is transcribed into a sequence of amino acids.
When reading the mRNA, it is “read” in a series of three adjacent nucleotides.
In transcription, the DNA code is transcribed (copied) into RNA code, following rules similar to DNA
replication we saw earlier except that Thymine (T) is replaced by Uracil (U).
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Lab Questions
1. Transcribe the following DNA sequence into mRNA.
A T C G T C C A A A …(DNA strand).
U A G C A G G U U U (mRNA strand)
2. Transcribe the following DNA sequence into mRNA. Draw a line separating
each codon (See the example above): T A G C A G G T T T ….
_________________________________
Transcription results in the formation of an mRNA molecule that carries the instructions for the speciﬁc
protein to the ribosome where the information is “translated” into a sequence of amino acids to form a
protein.

Now let’s look at the process of translation. Translation requires the instructions required to make the protein
(mRNA), the required amino acids, and the ribosome (rRNA). Each mRNA codon corresponds to an amino
acid that is transported to the RNA/ribosome complex by another special nucleic acid called tRNA. “T”
stands for transfer. The ribosome essentially “reads” the RNA code and facilitates the linking of appropriate
amino acids to make proteins.

Summary
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DNA (in nucleus) transcribed to mRNA
mRNA leaves nucleus
mRNA enters cytoplasm
mRNA hooks up with ribosomes
Ribosomes scroll through mRNA
tRNA delivers amino acids to mRNA/ribosome complex
Enzymes link amino acids together to form a protein

Activity
There are only 4 letters in the mRNA code: U-A-C-G. How many possible combinations are there? In other
words, how many “words” can you make with those 4 letters if any combination of letters is possible but all
“words” are only 3 letters long? There are 64 possible combinations yet, there are only 20 amino acids (see
the corresponding Genetic Code table in your Lab 6 homework. What does this mean about the how each
amino acid is “spelled”? You will need to look this up.

Part 2: Transcription and Translation in Action
Now that you have read about transcription and translation, let’s see if you can translate and transcribe a
gene. Please go to the University of Utah Genetics website and complete the activity entitled Transcribing
and Translating a Gene.

Lab Questions
You will need to paste a screen shot of the completed activity in your homework.
1. Deﬁne transcription. Where does this process take place in the cell? Brieﬂy explain why it is important
for protein production.
2. Deﬁne translation. Where does this process take place in the cell? Brieﬂy explain why it is important for
protein production.
3. Identify the function of the following different types of RNA molecules:
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1. mRNA
2. tRNA
3. rRNA
4. Deﬁne a codon. Explain why it is important in protein production.
5. There are _____ possible codons using 4 letters with 3 letters per codon in any order. However, there
are only 20 amino acids, and each codon “codes” for one amino acid. What does this mean (hint: look at
table 1 below)?

Table 1. Universal Genetic Code

6. The table below shows which amino acid corresponds with which codon sequence. Use the table
provided to determine the speciﬁc amino acids for each of the codon sequences listed below the table.
1. UAC: _________
2. CAG: _________
3. AGG: _________
4. GAU: _________
7. List ALL of the codons for Valine:
8. Identify the Stop codon(s):
9. Methionine is the “Start” signal. Write its codon in the space provided.
10. Globin is a red blood cell protein that is responsible for oxygen transport. The amino acid sequence for
a portion of the globin protein is Proline, Glutamic Acid, Glutamic Acid, Lysine. Write the mRNA
sequence of the amino acids for these amino acids in the space below (note, you don’t have to write all
possible mRNA combinations for each amino acid, simply choose one correct codon each amino acid
speciﬁed above).
11. How many nucleotides would it take to code for the four amino acids in the above question. Explain your
answer.
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MITOSIS
Learning Objectives
Having completed the lab on mitosis, you should be able to:
deﬁne the following terms: chromosome, spindle, centromere, centrosome, gametes, somatic,
cytokinesis, cleavage furrow, homologues (homologous chromosomes),
list the stages of the cell cycle in order
describe the cellular events that occur during interphase (be sure to include the speciﬁc portions of
interphase such as G1, S and G2)
describe the overall process of mitosis (what is the purpose and the outcome of mitosis)
describe the events of prophase of mitosis
describe the events of metaphase of mitosis
describe the events of anaphase of mitosis
describe the events of telophase of mitosis
explain what is meant by a diploid chromosome number versus a haploid chromosome number
if given the chromosome number of the parent cell, determine what the chromosome number of the
daughter cells would be after mitosis

Slideshow
Mitosis Lab from Lumen Learning

Introduction
According to the cell theory of biology, all cells arise from pre-existing cells. In eukaryotes, this generally
occurs by the process of mitotic cell division, which involves the separate but often coordinated processes of
cytokinesis (division of the cytoplasm and organelles) and mitosis (division of the nucleus and associated
DNA). Mitosis without the co-occurance of cytokinesis leads to the production of multinucleated cells, such
as those found naturally in skeletal muscle and cardiac muscle. Mitotic cell division leads to the production
of genetically identical daughter cells from existing parent cells. Mitotic cell division is used in asexual
reproduction, growth, and repair. Meiosis is another form of cell division in eukaryotes that leads to the
production of gametes. While the process of mitosis is continuous process within the cell cycle (i.e., it
doesn’t occur in discrete steps), biologists are classiﬁers and tend to place things into discrete categories.
Mitosis is commonly divided into four major phases: prophase, metaphase, anaphase, and telophase. You
may ﬁnd that some accounts of mitosis further subdivide the process to include prometaphase between
prophase and metaphase. In this exercise, we will consider prometaphase a component of prophase.

Part 1. Mitosis Diagram
Using Figures 1–4, diagram the phases of mitosis and in the space provided to the right, describe the events
of each phase using a chromosome number of 6 (2n = 6).
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Figure 1. Prophase

Figure 2. Metaphase

Figure 3. Anaphase
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Figure 4. Telophase

Introduction
In plants, cell division cell division generally takes place in meristematic tissues where the plant is actively
growing, at the apex of roots and shoots. An onion root may be divided roughly into four regions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the root cap-protective tissue composed largely of dead cells
meristematic tissue-rapidly dividing cells located just behind the root cap
elongating cells-located immediately behind the meristematic tissue
mature and specialized cells-root hairs and other plant tissues

You will be examining cells of the meristematic tissue, located just behind the root cap at the tapered end of
the root tip.

Materials
1. Compound microscope
2. Onion root tip slide

Procedure
1. In Figure 5 below, identify the phase of mitosis and write the name of the phase below each diagram.
The cells go in the appropriate temporal sequence through cell cycle and you are likely to use the same
term multiple times. While technically not a phase of mitosis, you may use “interphase” for some of the
cells, but you should not use “cytokinesis.”
2. Hold the slide of the onion root up to the light and note that there are several longitudinal sections on
the slide. Examine all sections on the slide. Locate the meristematic tissue to observe phases of mitosis
using high power.
3. Find each phase of mitosis on the slide. As you locate each phase, your instructor will verify that you are
correct and initial your paper. After you have received veriﬁcation from your instructor, draw the cell in
Table 1.
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Figure 5. Mitosis in the onion root tip

Table 1. Find, identify, and draw the phases of mitosis in the onion root tip and whiteﬁsh blastula.
Onion Root Tip

Whiteﬁsh Blastula

Prophase

Metaphase

Anaphase

Telophase

Mitosis in the White sh Blastula
Introduction
While the onion root cells tend to be arranged in a planar fashion, the whiteﬁsh blastula is more spherical.
As a result, the whiteﬁsh cells are oriented in a less orderly fashion than the regular, patterned. When a
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section is cut from the blastula, some mitotic ﬁgures will be visible and familiar, as in the root tip, but other
cells will be cut so that many mitotic ﬁgures may have an unfamiliar or atypical appearance. Disregard these
and concentrate on those which can be seen in full view. As a result, ﬁnding each stage of mitosis may
require more searching in the whiteﬁsh blastula.

Materials
1. Compound microscope
2. Prepared slide of whiteﬁsh blastula

Procedure
1. In Figure 6, identify the phase of mitosis and write the name of the phase below each diagram. The cells
go in the appropriate temporal sequence through cell cycle and you are likely to use the same term
multiple times. While technically not a phase of mitosis, you may use “interphase” for some of the cells,
but you should not use “cytokinesis.”
2. Hold the slide of the whiteﬁsh blastula to the light and note that there are a number of sections on the
slide. Examine all sections on the slide using high power to locate all the phases of mitosis.
3. Find each phase of mitosis on the slide. As you locate each phase, your instructor will verify that you are
correct and initial your paper. After you have received veriﬁcation from your instructor, draw the cell in
Table 1.

Figure 6. Mitosis in the whiteﬁsh blastula.

Questions
1. How does cytokinesis differ between plant cells and animal cells?
2. What speciﬁc functions occur during interphase that prepare the cell for division. (These cannot be
observed with the light microscope.)
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3. Label Figure 7 with the stages of cell cycle (interphase, G1, S, G2, M).
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